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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
1

A late 19th Century Meissen group of a gentleman, lady, 2 children and 2 putti around a rock, the gentleman
holding a violin and a decanter, the lady holding a cup and sheet music, 1 of the putti sitting astride a goat and
the children playing a musical instrument, raised on a Rococo base with underglazed mark 35cm ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300
The end of the violin is broken, the cup is chipped, several leaves of the bocage are damaged

2

A pair of Meissen reclining figures before baskets of flowers on Rococo bases 16cm ( photo centre pages )
£120-160
Both figures have chipped flowers

3

A near pair of 19th Century Crown Derby pot pourri bases with masks, scrolling flowers and claw feet on
quatrefoil bases 10cm £30-40
Both are lacking their lids, both are rubbed and 1 is chipped

4

A pair of 19th Century Austrian twin handled vases and covers, the gilt and blue ground decorated with farming
scenes and flowers with waisted stems 15cm £30-40
Both are missing the knops to the lids, 1 has a stuck and broken handle

5

A pair of Samson figures of a lady and gentleman before a tree raised on Rooco bases 16cm, a ditto of a
couple before a tree on a Rococo base 19cm and a Continental figure of a seated gentleman beside a tree
20cm £50-75
The first 2 items have damaged flowers and leaves, the 2nd item is missing 1 finger and damage to flowers,
the base item has a damaged finger

6

A late 19th Century German porcelain group of a lady holding a basket of grapes with 2 children at her feet,
raised on a Rococo base 23cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
Some of the flowers are chipped

7

A Beswick fireside figure of a Labrador 2314 32cm £30-40

8

A Royal Doulton figure of a Blue Roan Cocker Spaniel 9cm £26-36

9

A Beswick figure of a standing Siamese cat 16cm £26-36

10

A late 19th Century German porcelain group of a young girl holding a basket of flowers with a young boy
raised on a rocky base 13cm and a pair of ditto figures of a lady and gentleman 6cm £30-40
The 1st item has some damaged petals, 1 of the figures has a damaged flute

12

A Beswick Connoisseur model - Arkle with Pat Taaffe Up, owner Anne Duchess of Westminster, trained by T
Dreaper in Ireland, raised on a wooden base 28cm £70-90

13

A pair of Royal Doulton oviform vases decorated with a band of lizards and insects, impressed marks 17cm
£50-75

14

A Doulton Lambeth baluster jug decorated with scrolling leaves and stylised flowers, impressed marks, 15cm
£30-40
There is a firing mark to the foot

15

A Beswick Connoisseur model - Red Rum, Brian Fletcher up, raised on a wooden base 30cm £80-120

16

A Waterford Crystal lily 36cm, boxed £30-40
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17

A Beswick figure - Tigress no.1486 modelled by Colin Milbourne, gloss finish 10.8cm £30-40

18

A Beswick figure - Leopard no.1082 modelled by Arthur Greddington 12.1cm, gloss finish £30-40

19

A Beswick figure of a cow 9cm £20-30
1 ear is broken

20

A pair of Royal Doulton oviform vases decorated a gilt band of flowers 30cm together with a tyg 17cm £30-50

21

A Royal Doulton Sandeman's Port bottle 26cm £26-36

22

A Victorian porcelain inkstand decorated spring flowers, a miniature sauce boat and oval tureen £30-40
The inkstand is chipped

23

A Davenport Imari pattern circular box and lid decorated with flowers 9cm £30-40
The gilding is rubbed

24

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a bird with gold stopper 9cm £30-40

25

A Swarovski Crystal figure of a stallion 10cm, ditto hedgehog 5cm, a mouse 6cm and duck 4cm £30-50
The stallion is earless

26

A Beswick fireside figure of a Dalmatian 2271 34cm £30-50

27

A German porcelain coffee can with swan handle with saucer, a ditto with encrusted flowers and a Marie
Antoinette coffee can and saucer £30-40
The 2nd item is riveted and stuck

28

Two Royal Doulton figures - Wendy HN2109 13cm and Monica HN1467 10cm £20-30
Monicas flowers are chipped

29

A Swarovski Crystal figure of an owl 5cm, a ditto swan 4.5cm and a butterfly 6cm £30-40
There is a tiny chip to the owls ear

30

A Beswick group turtle doves 1022 19cm £40-50

31

A Swarovski figure of a polar bear 8cm, a ditto of a teddy bear 7cm, a mouse 4cm, kitten 3cm and mouse
1.5cm £30-40

32

Three Royal Doulton figures - Dinky Do HN1639 12cm, Tootles HN1680 11cm and Dainty May HN1639 18cm
£30-40

33

A Lladro figure of 2 children riding a polar bear 5353 18cm £40-50

34

A Lladro figure of a standing polar bear 10cm, 2 seated ditto 10cm and 11cm £30-50

35

A Royal Doulton lustre "copper" jug 21cm £30-40

36

A ceramic studio figure of a seated big cat 24cm £30-40

37

Eleven Royal Copenhagen Christmas plates 1971-1979 with 2 extra 1975 15cm £30-50

38

A Galle style ceramic figure of a cat with glass eyes 15cm, a fairing and a bisque 2 light candle holder with a
seated figure with nodding head £30-40
The last item is chipped

39

A 20th Century Russian ceramic Christmas tree decoration in the form of an elephant 4cm and 8 others
£30-40

40

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a calf and young girl no.779, 17cm £40-60

41

A Lladro figure of a girl and goat 28cm £40-50
This lot is in good condition.

42

A Lladro group of a girl with basket of goslings and a goose at her feet 21cm £40-50

43

A Victorian vaseline glass epergne with centre pink tapered flute flanked by 2 green tapered flutes raised on a
pink base 35cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

44

A Lladro figure of a goose 19cm, a Nao figure of a nun 28cm and 2 doves £30-40
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45

A pair of Victorian white glazed wall pockets decorated with figures amongst ferns 28cm together with a Moore
Brothers vase with a child sitting beside a basket weave urn 18cm £30-40
All 3 items have minor chips

46

A cut glass mallet decanter and stopper 26cm, 2 others, a silver topped ditto and an Art Deco amber glass
decanter and stopper £30-40

47

A Poole Pottery shallow bowl, red ground with stylised flowers 20cm £30-40

48

A Royal Doulton miniature series Vendor Mask Seller 13cm, a Royal Worcester figure Amelia Les Pepites A10
17cm, a ditto The True Love Collection - A Lady in Red A11 22cm and a Royal Doulton Pretty Ladies Jasmine HN5483 22cm £30-40

49

A Goebels figure of a boy with bunnies 58/0 11cm, a ditto Sensitive Hunter 6/0 13cm, 2 singing children 150
2/0 11cm, a boy by a gate 174 10cm and favourite pet 361 11cm £30-40
The boy by a gate has a small chip

50

A Spode figure Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee 2012 A12 23cm, a Royal Doulton figure Diana Princess of
Wales 07330/10000 24cm and a Royal Doulton Iconic London British Policeman HN5365 24cm £30-50

51

A Hummel figure of a girl with candle holder 115 9cm, a girl with chicks 57/0 9cm, a girl Stitch in Time 255
17cm and a boy sitting beneath an umbrella 152/0 12cm £30-50

52

A German group of 2 exotic birds 34cm £30-40

53

An Inger Waage Studio ceramic vase decorated with 2 birds 22cm £40-60

54

A Strathearn Studio glass flared neck vase 18cm, a baluster ditto 20cm £30-40

55

A Lladro figure of a sleeping child 9cm and a Nao group of 2 ducks £30-40

56

A set of 6 19th Century clear glass candlesticks with baluster stems 27cm ( photo centre pages ) £120-160

57

A Lladro group of a goose and goslings 11cm, a ditto of a reclining donkey 17cm and a goose girl 27cm
£30-40
The last item is broken

58

A 19th Century German porcelain lamp base with 2 cherubs supporting a floral encrusted vase 26cm £30-40
The funnell and light fitting is missing, the base is stuck and the flowers are chipped

59

A Beswick figure of a falcon 2316 17cm, a ditto of a pigeon 1383 15cm £30-40

60

Two modern cordials with twist stems 18cm, 2 commemorative glass wines by Dartington 2962/5000 18cm
and 2 faceted bowls with vinous decoration £30-40
One bowl is chipped

61

A pair of Italian white glazed figures of birds 8cm, a Staffordshire figure of a goat with figures 13cm and a
German white glazed figure of a child pushing a vinous below 17cm £30-40
1 bird is stuck, the Staffordshire figure is chipped and the last item is stuck

62

A quantity of crested items including pig, fishing creel etc £30-40

63

Three 19th Century Lampton Fall transfer print bowls decorated with figures before country houses 25cm
£30-40

64

A quantity of crested items including elephant, cockerell, suitcase etc £30-40

65

A soda glass wine decorated with a galleon 16cm, 3 ditto sherries and 2 liqueurs £30-40

66

Five Newport pottery blackbird pie funnels £30-40

67

A Herend part coffee set comprising 10 cups and 12 saucers decorated with insects and flowers together with
a Thomas Goode and Co. coffee set comprising 6 coffee cups and 6 saucers together with 2 ochre and gilt
saucers £30-50
In the first set 3 cups and 6 saucers are damaged
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68

A Belleek leaf shaped dish with green mark 13cm, a ditto circular bowl with green mark 9cm, a pedestal bowl
with black mark 7cm, a small cream jug with green mark 7cm, ditto with black mark 9.5cm and a waisted vase
with brown mark 16cm £20-30
The bowl with green mark has a small area of restoration to the base and the jug with black mark has some
pitting to the handle. All items are otherwise in good condition.

69

A quantity of crested china including 2 tanks, cheese dish and cover etc £30-40

70

A 20th Century Russian ceramic Christmas tree decoration in the form of Santa Claus and 9 others £30-40

71

A Royal Doulton figure of a Pekinese dog HN1012 8cm, ditto kitten HN2583 4cm, terrier HN2589 10cm, black
cocker spaniel HN1021 9cm and an Airedale terrier HN1024 10cm £50-70

72

A Beswick figure of a race horse 20cm £40-60

73

A Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figure - Old Mr Bouncer 8cm, a ditto Mrs Ptolemy 7cm, a Beswick ditto Lady
Mouse 9cm, Mrs Tiggy Winkle Takes Tea 9cm and The Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe Knitting 8cm £30-40

74

A Sunderland lustre style plaque "Flying Cloud Boston" 21cm, a transfer printed mug marked Rustington
Staffordshire spill vase, ditto Spaniel, mask mug and a figure "Widow" 23cm £40-50
The last item has a missing hand

75

A modern glass paperweight decorated with a flower 6cm and 7 others £30-40

76

A Cheeky Tiki figural vase, 2 Studio Pottery figures and 2 jugs £40-50

77

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a fish 20cm, ditto fledgling sparrow 6cm, ditto bullfinch 1909 12cm and a Bing
and Grondahl figure of a barn owl 11cm £36-46

78

A 19th Century Copeland white glazed group of 2 putti amongst ferns 20cm £40-60
This item is chipped

79

A Black Ryden Moorcroft style squat vase decorated with flowers 10cm £50-70

80

A Royal Brierley fuchsia cascade carafe and 2 ditto wine glasses, a Royal Brierley honeysuckle jug and 2 wine
glasses together with a vase £30-40

81

Two Portuguese figures of ducks 20cm £20-30

82

A Beswick matt figure of a horse 16cm, a matt brown figure of a foal 17cm and a matt figure of a race horse
22cm £30-50
The first item has a broken leg

83

A Lladro group of a girl with 3 Dalmatian puppies 20cm and a ditto of a standing girl holding a hat behind her
back 24cm £30-50

84

A Swedish Art Glass paperweight in the form of an owl sitting on a stump 15cm, a Studio Glass decanter and
stopper, 2 Studio Glass vases and a Whitefriars style vase £40-60

85

A 20th Century Dresden service comprising 3 scalloped dishes, 6 tea cups, 6 saucers, 6 plates and a sugar
bowl decorated with flowers and swags £40-60
3 bowls and 3 saucers are damaged

86

A Beswick figure of a Tamworth pig 18cm, a matt Alsatian 14cm, a white standard poodle 9cm, a reclining
Alsatian 6cm, a rabbit 7cm and a koala 6cm £36-46

87

A Burleigh Ware bowl decorated with Kingfishers 26cm, a stoneware vase, an advertising plaque, a mug,
Sulphuric Acid bottle and a Royal Doulton jug Dewar's Whiskey £30-40
The last item is chipped

88

A pair of Continental bisque figures of a lady and gentleman raised on rocky bases 33cm contained within 2
Victorian glass domes with wooden bases £50-75

89

A Dresden figure of a girl holding a vinous garland 11cm and a ditto of a boy holding a basket of flowers on his
back 10cm £30-50
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90

A James Macintyre & Co Gesso Faience jug decorated with flowers 18cm £30-40

91

A Moorcroft shallow bowl the blue ground decorated with a flower, impressed marks 11cm £30-40

92

A Victorian Staffordshire figure of a milkmaid and cow on a raised base 20cm £30-40

93

A Beswick figure of a Greenfinch 2105 7cm and 9 other Beswick birds £50-70

94

A Rosenthal figure of a bluetit 11cm, a ditto of a man beside a tree with squirrel 17cm £50-70

95

A Goebels figure of a putti playing a violin 13cm, a porcelain Royal Adderley figure of a bird 9cm and an Irish
Dresden figure of Romeo 7cm £26-36

96

A Royal Worcester figure of a Kingfisher 3235 7cm, a Great Tit 3335 6cm, a Great Tit 7cm, a Nuthatch 3334
7cm, Yellow Hammers 3377 13cm and an Afghan model by Kenneth Potts 14cm £40-50

97

A Sylvac tan glazed bunny 9cm, a ditto 13cm and a green bunny 1065 16cm £30-40

98

A Russian figure of a seated racoon 12cm, ditto reclining foal 11cm, a white ditto 10cm and a seated hound
16cm £30-40

99

A Doulton Lambeth bulbous jardiniere decorated with a wide band of scrolling flowers with stand, with cross
and floral decoration 90cm £50-100
The jardiniere is damaged, cracked and chipped, the stand is in good condition

100

A Royal Doulton character jug Jane Eyre and Mr Rochester D7115 680/1500 10cm, 3 other character jugs
£30-40

101

A 19th Century blue Jasperware cheese dome and stand decorated with classical figures and having an acorn
finial 19cm £40-60

102

Two Royal Doulton figures - The Balloon Man HN1954 18cm and Biddy Pennyfarthing HN1843 22cm £36-46

103

A Beswick figure of a cuckoo 2315 15cm, a ditto woodpecker 1218 21cm £30-40

104

A Royal Doulton Rondelay pattern coffee and part dinner service comprising 7 coffee cans, 10 saucers, 2
sugar bowls, 2 sauce boats and 2 stands, 2 vegetable dishes and a meat plate £30-50
2 coffee cans and both sauce boats are damaged and there is wear to much of the gilding

105

A Royal Doulton Vanborough part dinner service comprising 12 saucers, one 2 handled bowl, 7 dessert bowls,
9 side plates, 10 medium plates, 11 dinner plates, 1 meat plate, 2 tureens and covers, a sauce boat and stand,
a stand together with a Royal Grafton Majestic part tea and coffee service with 3 coffee cups, 3 tea cups, 3
coffee saucers, 3 tea saucers, tea pot, coffee pot, cream jug, sauce boat and stand, an oval meat plate and a
tureen with lid £60-90

1 tea cup and 1 saucer of the Grafton set are damaged
106

A 1960's German tan glazed cylindrical vase with geometric motifs 47cm £30-40

107

A Border Fine Arts Group Evening Shadows SOG7 12cm, ditto Bengal Tigress and Cubs WWB30 11cm,
hedgehog 6cm, a field mouse on a banana 13cm, a seated clown with basket of flowers 14cm, a wren 6cm,
Jemima Puddleduck 7cm and 3 composition figures £40-60

108

A Nao figure of an angel 19cm, ditto of a girl with puppy 18cm and a young lady 22cm £30-40

109

A quantity of Royal Worcester Evesham dinner ware comprising 4 tureens and covers, fruit bowl, a pie dish,
jug, soufle, 2 flan dishes, cake stand and 2 boxed sets of place mats £40-60

110

Four Stuart Crystal tumblers, a Royal Brierley tazza, a square spirit decanter and stopper, 8 Royal Brierley
wine glasses, 2 tumblers, a jug and 2 brandy glasses £30-50

111

A Hammersley part tea set comprising 6 tea cups, 5 saucers, 4 side plates and a sugar bowl, a Royal Albert
Lavender Rose part tea seat with 7 tea cups, 6 saucers, 6 side plates, a sandwich plate, tea pot, milk jug and
sugar bowl £30-50
3 tea cups, 1 saucer and 1 plate are damaged in the Hammersley set. One Royal Albert plate is chipped
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112

A Beswick figure of a terrier 7cm, a cocker spaniel 7cm, a black labrador 9cm, a dachshund 10cm, a mastiff
9cm, a mat alsatian 17cm, a Nao goose and 1 other, a Continental white glazed foal 13cm and a German duck
9cm £40-60

113

A Clarice Cliff Celtic Harvest salad bowl with chrome rim and a Royal Staffordshire pottery biscuit barrel and lid
£30-50

114

A collection of Hummel figures - chimney sweep 122/0 10cm, little hiker 762/8 10cm, school girl 373/0 10cm,
boy with lamb 533/0 10cm, wayside harmony 9cm, boy with lambs 64 15cm, little tutor 10cm, signs of spring
10cm, boy with rucksack 322/0 10cm, appletree girl 10cm, begging his share 14cm and 2 Christmas plates
1971 and 1972 £40-60

115

A Limoges part dinner service comprising 3 tureens and covers 1 with stand, 8 small plates, 10 large plates, 2
meat plates £30-50
Two small plates and one tureen is chipped, 6 of the large plates are chipped

116

A Wedgwood Mayfield part tea coffee and dinner service, comprising 5 coffee cans, 6 saucers, 12 tea cups (2
damaged), 12 saucers, 6 dessert bowls (2 a/f), 7 side plates, 7 medium plates, 5 dinner plates, 2 meat plates,
5 tureens and covers (2 tureens a/f), sauce boat and stand (boat a/f), teapot (a/f), milk jug (a/f), sugar bowl
(a/f), 4 piece condiment and coffee pot £40-60

117

A Royal Worcester Evesham part tea and dinner service comprising 6 tea cups, 6 saucers, 1 milk jug, teapot,
cream jug, 6 two handled bowls, 6 saucers, 5 dessert bowls, 6 small plates, 6 medium plates, 12 dinner plates,
6 ramekins, sauce boat and stand, preserve pot and lid, 3 condiments £100-150

118

A Sylvac figure of a corgi 10cm, a ditto pekinese 3164 7cm, a terrier 13cm, a cocker spaniel 1461 16cm, a
hound 14cm, a terrier 7785 13cm, a puppy 10cm and a flower holder in the form of a reclining dog 5cm £30-50

119

An Art Deco Sylvac baluster vase 29cm, 4 other vases and 2 jugs £30-50

120

A Lladro figure of a shepherd with sheep on his shoulders 27cm £30-50

121

A Lladro figure of a lady holding aloft her dress 30cm £30-50

122

A Moorcroft pedestal bowl the blue ground decorated with fruits signature and impressed marks 20cm £30-40
The lip is restored and stuck

123

A Royal Worcester Woodland pattern service comprising 10 tea cups, 10 saucers,10 small plates, 10 medium
plates, 10 large plates, 2 tureens and covers, sauceboat and stand,a meat plate and 2 pickle dishes £100-150

124

A Coalport Athlone Blue tea, coffee and dinner service comprising 8 coffee cans, 8 saucers,6 tea cups, 6
saucers, 6 two handled bowls, 6 saucers, milk jug, sugar bowl and lid, 13 small plates, 19 medium plates, 13
dinner plates, tureen and lid, 2 bowls and a meat plate £50-100
The following items are seconds 7 coffee saucers, sugar bowl, 6 tea cups, 5 saucers, 6 small plates, tureen
and lid and 4 medium plates. 1 tea cup and 2 medium plates are A/F

125

A set of 7 Coalport figures Henry VIII and his 6 wives 248/500 boxed £40-60

126

A Lladro girl with doll and basket 20cm £20-30
This lot is in good condition.

127

Two Royal Doulton figures Antoinette HN2326 15cm and Ellen HN3992 21cm £30-40
The 2nd item has a chipped hat and flower

128

An 18th century Chinese blue and white plate decorated with flowers and numbered by hand £70-100

129

A 19th century scalloped imari bowl decorated with flowers18cm £30-50

130

A 19th century famille rose hexagonal vase decorated with figures and flowers 15cm 7 famille rose tea cups
and 8 saucers decorated with insects and flowers £30-50
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131

Four Japanese cups and lids decorated with figures 8cm, a blue and white dish 14cm and 3 tea bowls 4cm, 2
plates decorated with figures 21cm £30-40
1 tea bowl is cracked

132

An 18th Century Chinese blue and white teapot and lid decorated with an extensive landscape with entwined
handle 14cm, a blue and white shallow bowl 16cm, 2 others with landscape decoration 14cm and a saucer
12cm £40-60
The teapot spout is restored and the 1st bowl is cracked

133

A Japanese eggshell porcelain tea set decorated with birds and flowers, with character mark to base, cased
£20-30
1 saucer is chipped

134

A pair of Meiji period Satsuma oviform vases decorated with panels of figures in extensive landscapes 31cm
£50-75

135

A pair of interesting 18th Century Chinese baluster jugs decorated with scrolling flowers 22cm £40-60
Both are chipped cracked and restored and lacking metal lids

136

A late 19th Century Chinese baluster vase with mythical beast handles and drop rings, the moulded decoration
with dragons having reticulated eyes, tongues and flaming pearls with impressed mark to the base 12cm
together with a Celadon dish decorated with insects amongst flowers 26cm £40-60
The 1st item is missing 2 eyes and 1 pearl and there are minor chips to the body

137

A modern famille rose porcelain bowl decorated with panels of figures in pavilions and flowers 35cm, with
wooden stand £30-50

138

An early 20th Century famille rose opium pipe with copper mounts 50cm, a red ground ditto with stylised
flowers and copper mounts 48cm, an earthenware opium pipe with copper mounts 53cm and 2 opium pipe
stems, together with a famille rose base decorated with figures and metal mounts 19cm £30-50
The 1st pipe base is cracked and the 3rd is also cracked

139

A Doulton Lambeth oil lamp base decorated with scrolling flowers 1880, the 15.5cm cylindrical body with brass
stand and mounts £50-75
One brass mount is damaged
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
Please note / We have a collection of First World War Propaganda posters in
this auction, due to their fragility they will not be on view. However large high
resolution printed photographs will be on display at the auction rooms.
151

A Walker Bampton 3 1/2" trout fishing reel £30-40

152

A Rayobi salmon fishing reel complete with pouch £30-40

153

A rare Hardy 6" Long Stone deep sea/game fishing reel £30-50
There is some damage to the spool, otherwise the reel is in good order

154

A Hardy Brothers "The Viscount" 140 trout fishing reel £30-40

155

An Alcock 4 1/2" centre pin "The Match" fishing reel boxed £50-75

156

An Alcock aerial 4 1/2" centre pin "The Match" fishing reel £50-75

157

Alex Martin, The Caledonia 3 1/2 centre pin trout fishing reel with smoot brass foot, horseshoe latch and horn
handle, built by W Dingley, stamped inside D2 £50-75

158

An Edwardian 3" trout fishing reel of alloy brass and ebonite construction, alloy framed brass winding plate and
ebonite black plate, circa 1910 £30-50

159

A Hardy Brothers Neroda dry fly box with 6 compartments and containing flies £30-50

160

A Hardy 1920's dry fly box fitted 9 compartments, containing various fishing flies together with a similar black
Japanned box with 15 compartments and various flies £40-50

161

3 wooden and brass Starback centre pin fishing reels and 1 other £30-40

162

A Hardy's black plastic fly box, containing approx 100 flies £30-40

163

A vintage 3 draw salmon/pike fishing gaff with steel, brass and chrome mounts £40-50

164

A rare and early fisherman's leather compactum with line winder, floats, disgorger, wallet, barbed hooks etc,
together with a tackle wallet containing a large collection of hooks £30-40

165

2 1960's Intrepid Seastreak beach casting fishing reels, 4 1970's and later Mitchell spinning reels no. 321, 324
boxed, 2065 and 410 £30-40

166

A Mitchell 324 reel, boxed 3 other Mitchell reels 321, 410a and 206s £30-50

167

5 Penn sea fishing reels nos. 77, 85 x 2 boxed, 160 and 180 £30-40

168

An Alcock aerial black bakelite and chrome centre pin fishing reel, 1 other, a Penn no.85 sea fishing reel, 2
no.112 Ocean City sea fishing reels and an Intrepid sea fishing reel £30-40

169

2 brass centre pin fishing reels with horn handles, 2 Leeda trout reels, a Fly Lyte trout reel, ditto Alpha 2529V,
a Pridex ditto, 2 brown bakelite centre pin fly reels and 6 others £40-60

170

11 Intrepid vintage fishing reels comprising Turnspin, De-Luxe, 2 x Elite, Boy'o, Super Twin, Black Prince, New
Deluxe, Rola and 1 unmarked £30-40

171

A collection of 15 Edwardian and later fishing lures mainly Phantoms by Farlow, W Brown etc £30-40

172

1 volume "Hardy Book of Flies" together with a box containing a large collection of flies and lures £30-40

173

A Hardy Brothers spring balance, 2 Salters ditto, a Shakespeare ditto, brass spring balance and a priest
£30-40

174

A vintage 3 draw salmon/pike fishing gaff together with a vintage salmon tail lifter, both marked Made in Great
Britain £24-34

175

A Victorian brass and wooden folding landing net circa 1880 £30-40

176

A Compo 69 Danish large Arbor trout fishing reel and 3 spare spools £24-34
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177

A New Zealand Angler accessories wooden and brass landing net, as new £30-40

178

A child's 1940's metal framed folding fishing seat £24-34

180

A Foster Bros. of Ashbourne 9'6" split cane trout fishing rod in brown cloth bag £24-34

181

A Bob Church Power Wave 10' (line weight 7/8) trout fishing rod in a blue cloth bag £24-34

182

A Milwards 9' fly craft split cane fly fishing rod in brown cloth bag £24-34

183

A 9' split cane 2 piece fly fishing rod in a blue cloth bag £24-34

184

Robert Dixon, a 2 piece carbon fibre fishing rod marked Dixon made by C C Dixon 1975 no.6 £20-30

185

A Naver Reactorlite Ready Rod feeder fishing rod with correct makers bag £24-34

188

A Kerry of York 9' split cane fly fishing rod contained in a blue cloth bag £24-34

189

An Abu Quiverlite fishing rod in original makers bag £24-34

190

A Shimano Power Loop 10' fly fishing rod in a blue cloth bag £20-30

191

An Orvis graphite fly fishing rod 9'3" (line weight 7) contained in original tube £30-40

192

A Hardy Brothers graphite 9'6" trout fishing rod, (line weight 7/8), contained in a cloth bag £30-40

193

An Edgar Sealey split can live bait 8' pike fishing rod with original bag £40-50

194

An Edgar Sealey 10' carp master fishing rod in good condition and with correct bag £40-50

195

A Hardy Brothers No. 3 Alnwick 7'2" 2 piece split cane fishing rod, built during the First World War circa 1916,
in correct bag £50-75

196

A Hardy Brothers J.JH Triumph 8' split cane fishing rod in original bag £40-50

197

A Scots Guards' pipers dirk and scabbard, the 13.5cm blade marked 973-6901 with broad arrow marked 1983,
the scabbard also marked 973-6901 H1985 and with broad arrow, complete with knife and fork and scabbard,
reputedly the property of Major T S Spicer £100-150

198

A French Brevet Electric multi-bladed tool incorporating pliers, screwdriver, gimlet and knife, the blade marked
Made in France, contained in a leather pouch £40-50

199

A J Nowil & Sons Sheffield, a bowie style hunting knife with 18 cm blade, horn grip and leather scabbard
£30-40

200

Joseph Rogers, a Green River skinning knife with 15cm blade together with a Swedish Eka Herbert rock knife
with 9cm blade and wooden grip £30-40

201

A Barlow Shackler knife marked "stainless steel" throughout £30-50

202

William Rogers of Sheffield, a military style folding knife with Merlin spike, blade and tin opener marked William
Rogers Sheffield together with a Continental folding pocket knife with 2 blades and scissors, steel grip and a
folding pocket knife the grip in the form of a fish £30-40

203

Normark, a Norwegian filleting knife, the 16cm blade marked Fiskars Finland, complete with leather scabbard
together with a ditto gutting knife with 12cm blade and leather scabbard £30-50

204

An English made 2 blade pocket knife with simulated horn grip, 1 other and 9 other pocket knives, blades
corroded and require attention £30-40

205

Richland Sheffield, a 3 bladed folding pocket knife with marble effect grip, some corrosion to the blade, a
folding pocket knife marked ART Sheffield with horn grip, a Continental advertising folding knife the blade
marked C.K Sheffield with mother of pearl grip marked Laughton and Jarett £30-40
Blades corroded

206

A J U Jame and Sons military style folding jack knife with merlin spike, tin opener and blade (blade f), together
with 7 folding pocket knives £30-40
Blades corroded

207

A Fairbairn Sykes style fighting dagger, the 17cm blade marked Wilkinson Sword London £100-150
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208

John Watts of Sheffield, a champagne advertising knife in the form of a bottle of champagne marked
Champagne Dry Monopole the blade marked John Watts, a South of England Building Society pocket knife the
blade marked Sheffield, a double bladed pocket knife with horn grip and a Guinness advertising lighter in the
form of a bottle of Guinness £24-34

209

William Rogers of Sheffield, a knife with 13cm blade and simulated horn grip, contained in an associated
scabbard, a Schur Inc Japanese bowie style knife with 12cm and horn grip contained in a leather scabbard
together with 2 other bowie style knives £24-34

210

A bronze figure of a standing dog 6cm, a German metal figure of a standing bear marked Berlin 5cm, 2 carved
soap stone figures of seated Buddhas 10cm and 5cm £30-40

211

7 various 18th/19th Century bone apple corers £50-75

212

A Trink Coca Cola bottle opener marked Eiskalt, a tortoiseshell effect box with hinged lid, a perfume bottle
corkscrew, a pack of playing cards marked Biba together with 3 advertising pocket mirrors and a stick pin
marked Oshawa decorated a maple leaf £30-40

213

A 1930's Lancashire Constabulary cloth first aid kit case, a 1930's letter balance in leather pouch, a pair of
miniature brass porter's wheels 12cm, a cylindrical Kashmiri jar and cover, a police trophy etc £30-40

214

An American Automobile Association National Award radiator badge 10cm x 11cm £30-40

215

A "Tibetan" fabric and shell decorated cloth bag 16cm x 18cm £20-30

216

A 19th Century Chinese bronze staff head in the form of a dragon 22cm £75-100

217

Michael Stacy?, a bronze figure of a seated fox 14cm, signed to the brush £50-75

218

An Art Nouveau pewter inkwell in the form of a leaf with bakelite liner, a Trench Art brass vase, a letter clip the
centre decorated a portrait of an 18th Century gentleman £30-50

219

David Cornell, a Franklin Mint limited edition bronze figure of a race horse "Champion Finish" £80-120

220

A 17th Century lozenge shaped lead coffee jar decorated Prince of Wales feathers 7cm x 10cm x 8cm and a
19th Century company press for Shipman Chemical Co. Ltd complete with key and padlock £50-75

221

A turned wooden trinket box in the form of a barrel 6cm x 4cm and a pair of Chinese carved bamboo brush
pots decorated figures 16cm x 9cm £30-40

222

A 19th Century brass door stop in the form of the seated Cheshire Cat 25cm x 21cm x 4cm £30-50

223

After Giacometti, a bronze figure of a standing gentleman raised on a square marble base 39cm x 6cm x 6cm
£30-50

224

An Art Deco black and white veined marble obelisk 20cm x 5mc x 5cm together with a hexagonal polished
green hardstone obelisk 14cm x 3cm x 4cm £30-50

225

A bronze head and shoulders portrait bust of a Buddha 23cm x 8cm together with a Chinese bronze figure of a
sage 24cm h £30-50

226

A curious 18th Century Continental brass pail with swing handle engraved A.I.Covsin. 1732?, the base with
pierced holes, 17cm h x 16cm diam. £40-60

227

Of nautical interest, a 1930's motorboat trophy with embossed copper plaque raised on an oak shield marked
"The Yacht and Motorboat Association, Presented with The Ramsgate Coronation Trophy 1937 MY Nirvana"
23cm x 29cm, a cedar and silver mounted cigarette box the lid marked "Let your troubles end up in smoke by
using Joseph Saville Steels" 7cm x 18cm x 11cm, a carved oak plaque marked Wireless Appeal Sep 8th Bed
1935 contained in a carved oak Oxford style frame (f), a Royal Victoria Yacht Club burgee and a small section
of blue printed ensign £30-50
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228

A copper side handled coffee pot, a copper saucepan with iron handle, a copper frying pan with iron handle, a
copper and steel beer barrel funnel, a rectangular copper twin handled planter, a copper crumb scoop and
brush together with Joseph Sankey an oval planished copper tea caddy 10cm x 9cm x 6cm £30-50

229

A 1920's pressed metal model of a standing Knight of Malta, the reverse of the shield marked C Galdies Str
Mezzodi Dec 1926 43cm h x 10cm diam. £40-60

230

2 1920's Premier carbide miners lamps £30-50

231

An 18th/19th Century copper side handled brandy saucepan 10cm h x 10cm diam. (some dents) and a 19th
Century side handled copper boat kettle 14cm x 18cm x 6cm £30-50

232

A circular bronze plaque decorated the Royal Arms marked Mukhtar G.R 16cm and a triangular cast iron
plaque marked Type GMK distributor Nicholsons New Market England £30-40

233

A bone and bamboo Mahjong set contained in a mahogany and metal mounted case fitted 5 long drawers
£40-60

234

An Eastern cylindrical engraved metal spice box with hinged lid 8cm x 19cm and an Eastern carved hardwood
mortar with brass plaque 15cm x 12cm £50-75

235

A rectangular Persian polished brass trinket box with hinged lid the interior fitted a tray 11cm x 28cm x 16cm (
photo centre pages ) £80-120
One interior hinge is a/f

236

A Victorian bronze figure of a seated classical gentleman raised on a stepped black marble base 29cm x 13cm
x 15cm £80-120
There is a chip to the right hand corner of the base

237

A Japanese gilt bronze vase decorated figures of standing Samurai, the base with seal mark 19cm x 10cm
diam. £60-80

238

A circular Eastern engraved copper bowl 6cm h x 31cm diam. together with a copper circular coffee pot 39cm
x 9cm, an engraved copper advertising tray Teachers Highland Cream 21cm x 21cm £30-50

239

A resin head and shoulders portrait bust of a Dutch girl 39cm h x 40cm x 18cm £60-80

240

An oval shaped brown leather martingale with 5 brass plaques decorated a locomotive, 2 in the form of barrels,
1 decorated a swan, 1 marked Staddon makers St Phillips Bristol and 1 marked Benjamin makers Swansea
together with 1 other martingale hung reproduction horse brasses £30-40

241

A good collection of various sea shells £80-100

242

A brass trench art tea gong decorated the cap badge of The Grenadier guards complete with beater with bullet
handle £30-40

243

A Japanese turquoise ground cloisonne enamel vase decorated trees, flowers and bird 19cm together with a
Japanese bronze and enamelled vase with panelled decoration 23cm (base drilled for lamp) £60-80

244

An Art Nouveau Continental pottery and copper mounted charger, the base impressed GGR 1931 35cm
together with a 1930's Continental cast aluminium bowl decorated a figure sewing seeds 5cm x 30cm x 23cm
£30-40

245

An Irish shillelagh the head carved a clover 48cm £30-50

246

A wooden rattle marked D.U.D.C impressed with George VI royal cypher, 1 other wooden rattle marked 17, a
child's small rattle marked 1946 a peace celebration souvenir £30-50

247

A carved soap stone figure of a carp raised on a pierced base 29cm h x 17cm w x 9cm d, a figure of a standing
sage 40cm x 15cm x 11cm £40-60

248

A bronzed figure group of 3 race horses raised on a shaped base 19cm x 25cm x 14cm together with a
bronzed figure group of 2 standing horses 16cm x 22cm x 11cm £30-40
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249

A 19th Century square copper ships kettle 10cm h x 35cm w x 29cm d £40-60
Some dents

250

Wilcox and Gibbs, a manual sewing machine complete with various attachments, a price list of Wilcox and
Gibbs automatic silent sewing machine and a manual, contained in a mahogany case numbered A422875
£100-150

251

E.R. Watts & Son, a range finder.cotton type Mark 2 no.4689, boxed £50-75

252

6 Dinky Toys military model vehicles - 621 3 ton Army wagon, 623 Army converted wagon, 641 Army 1 ton
cargo tank, 170 armoured car, 173 scout car, 174 Austin Champ, all boxed £80-120

253

7 Dinky Toys model cars - 108 MG Midget, 109 Austin Healey, 110 Aston Martin, 111 Triumph TR2, 154
Hillman Minx saloon, 158 Riley saloon and 162 Ford Zephyr, all boxed ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
One flap is missing to the box of the Hillman Minx

254

3 Dinky Toys model vehicles - 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe, 254 Austin Taxi and 260 Royal Mail van, all boxed
£60-80

255

13 Corgi model cars - 200 Ford Consort saloon, 201 Austin Cambridge, 202 Morris Cowley, 204 Rover 90, 205
Riley Pathfinder, 206 Hillman Husky, 207 Standard Vanguard 3, 208 Jaguar 2.4l, 210 Citroen DS 19, 30 MGA
Sports, 303 Mercedes Benz 300SL, 404M a Bedford Dormobile £100-150

256

A Dinky Toys 132 model Packard, ditto Ford Sedan, ditto Triumph and ditto luxury motor coach together with
a 651 Centurion tank and a collection of Dinky and other toy cars, all play worn £50-75

257

8 Dinky Toys model cars 121 Cadillac Tourer, 156 Rover 75, 159 Morris Oxford, 161 Austin Somerset, 164
Vauxhall Cresta, 171 Hudson Commander Sedan, 172 a Studebaker land cruiser, 344 estate car (Plymouth)
£100-150

258

A Corgi no. 391 Whizzwheels James Bond Ford Mustang Mach 1 model car, boxed £40-60
There are signs that this car may have been restored and may be contained in a reproduction box

259

9 Matchbox Series model cars - 30, 36, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 and 65, all boxed together with 2 empty boxes
22 and 37 (damage to the flap on 37) and 3 unboxed Lesney vehicles 33 x 2 and 1 unnumbered ( photo centre
pages ) £80-100

260

6 Dinky Toys model cars 106 Austin Atlantic convertible, 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports, 152 Austin Devon
saloon, 163 Bristol 450 coupe, 167 AC Cobra coupe and 181 Volkswagen, 2 Esso model cars no.15 Austin
Countryman and 19 Rover 105, a Charbens miniature series model no.3 Old Bill Bus and 1 dozen Dinky Toys
tyres no.10 25 3, boxed £75-100
The flaps to the boxes for 106 and 152 are damaged

261

A Triang Dublo locomotive R53 Princess Elizabeth and tender boxed and an unboxed tank engine £40-60

262

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive R2219 West Country Class Blackmoor Vale, and 1 other locomotive R2745
Schools Class Wellington, boxed £50-75

263

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive and tender R3434 Merchant Navy Class channel packet and 1 other R2690
Southern Railways class 9T locomotive and tender, boxed £50-75

264

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive and tender R2620 Class N15 locomotive Pendragon together with 1 other
R2343 Class Q1 locomotive, boxed £40-60

265

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive and tender R2283 West Country/Battle of Britain Class fighter pilot and 1
other R2217A Class 2P locomotive, boxed £50-75

266

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive R2580 Class N15 and 1 other R3327 SR S15 Class locomotive, boxed £50-75

267

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive and tender R3238 Drummond 700 Class and 1 other R232 Class 5 locomotive
and tender, boxed £40-60
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268

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive R2503 Class M7, 1 other R924 Class M7 locomotive and tender and an
R2923 Class 7 locomotive and tender, boxed £60-80

269

4 Bachmann, Branch-Line locomotives and tenders 32-155 N Class 1864, 32-153 N Class 1824, 32-255 First
Army Transporter Group and 31/401 Lord Nelson, all boxed £80-120

270

2 Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge locomotives 34-461 C Class, 32-150 M Class boxed and 1 other part
boxed £60-80

271

3 Palitoy Mainline locomotives - 37/078 Manor Class locomotive and tender, 37090 Mogul and tender and
37-051 CO1 diesel locomotive, all boxed £60-80

272

A Wren West Country Class locomotive and tender Plymouth unboxed, 7 other unboxed locomotives and
tenders and a tank engine £80-100

273

2 Hornby model tank engines - R.019 L.B.S.C. brake van and R353 L.B.S.C. locomotive, together with a
Dapol model railway tank engine D71, all boxed and a Hornby tank engine part boxed £50-75

274

A Wills Finecast locomotive and tender S.R.T9 together with an Heljan 3322 diesel locomotive boxed £40-60

275

3 Hornby OO gauge locomotives R374 SR Battle of Britain Class locomotive Spitfire, R380 Schools Class V
locomotive Stow and R103 SR Class M7 locomotive, all boxed £50-75

276

A Hornby R2952 limited edition Imperial Airways train pack boxed, a 2653 Southern Railway 2-HAL set boxed,
a Hornby Southern Railways 2-BIL "2114" set boxed £100-150

277

A Jouef diesel locomotive and a Mainline tank engine, 7 other tank engines, 4 locomotives (tender missing)
and a Hornby OO trackside crane £50-75

278

A Triang 157 diesel rail car boxed, ditto R154 diesel shunter clockwork, ditto R253 dock shunter boxed, 2
tenders and an Intercity 125 train £40-60

279

2 Mainline railway carriages boxed together with 25 items of rolling stock all boxed, an Airfix GMR carriage
boxed and 12 items of GMR rolling stock £40-60

280

A collection of various locomotive chassis, bodies and unboxed rolling stock £40-60

281

22 Hornby O gauge carriages, all boxed £80-120

282

13 items of Hornby OO rolling stock, 7 items of Bachmann Branch-Line rolling stock, 8 items of Lima rolling
stock and other rolling stock, all boxed £40-60

283

7 Hornby OO gauge carriages, 5 Bachmann Branch-Line carriages, 7 Graham Farish carriages, all boxed
£40-60

284

A large collection of approximately 50 unboxed Hornby, Triang and other carriages £40-60

285

12 items of Triang/Hornby rolling stock boxed, other items of Triang carriages etc £40-60

286

A Mamod stationary steam engine and 8 various machines raised on a wooden board £40-60

287

24 Atlas Edition model classic cars boxed £30-50

288

Six Burago model cars boxed and various other model cars £40-60

289

Four Matchbox models of Yesteryear, and 9 Lledo Days gone models and other various models £30-40

290

In excess of 100 Lledo Days Gone, Matchbox, Yesteryear and other models/toy cars etc £50-75

291

A childs push-along model of a drummer £30-50

292

2 Roland 4mm miniature models boxed and unmade, 2 Langley ditto and various others £40-60

293

A set of Britains model soldiers no. 8807 21st Lancers, boxed £30-50

294

A collection of Matchbox toy cars contained in a Matchbox 41 Collectors case, a Lesney Kingsize model
no.K12 and a Corgi horse box, together with an Airfix Super Flight Deck game £40-60

295

2 Scalextric slot racing cars C/55 Vanwall and C/62 Ferrari boxed together with a Scalextric set 50 boxed
containing 2 cars, some damage to the side of the box £40-60
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296

A Revell 1010 model of a Ferrari, a Hot Wheels Aston Martin and a Norev Fiat 500 model car £26-36

297

9 "Napoleonic" models French Artillerymen, horse drawn gun carriages, gun placements etc £80-100

298

A collection of 30 Napoleonic Wars figures of British Line Infantrymen and 42 Black Watch (highlanders)
Infantrymen £60-80

299

A 19th Century French porcelain headed doll with open eyes, mouth with teeth, the head incised Montreucs
France DL51 £40-60

300

An Armand Marseille porcelain headed doll with sleep eyes, the head incised AM Germany 341/3K £40-60

301

A Bing Gauge 1 double signal gantry 43cm h x 13cm x 12cm (slightly bent) together with a Bing pressed metal
tunnel 18cm x 25cm x 19cm £30-40

302

Four Corgi The Aviation Archive models, first issue no.48402 Lockheed KC-130F, 48201 B17G, 47205 Havro
York, 471111 The Douglas Dakota and an Armour model B25 Mitchell, all boxed £40-60

303

A collection of model tank transporters, tanks and plant transporters £50-75

304

A yellow Chad Valley teddy bear with articulated limbs 40cm, a Chiltern pull along horse, 1 other, a pyjama
case in the form of a dog and 3 fabric figures of dogs £30-40

305

A Scalextric slot car C/76 Mini Cooper boxed, 1 other car, a Scalextric Grand Prix 8 set boxed and complete
with cars and a quantity of various track and a Scalextric model G.P.3 boxed £30-50

306

A child's 1930's battery operated magic lantern together with Three Little Pigs slides and 22 Mickey Mouse
slides - Mickey Mouse in the Castaway £40-60

307

A turned wooden St Georges pattern chess set £40-50

308

A red Simplex album of mint and used world stamps including France, Germany, Spain, British India, Italy,
Malta, Monaco, United States of America and 2 albums of GB first day covers £30-40

309

Two shoe boxes containing a collection of GB Elizabeth II presentation stamps £60-80

310

A red Standard stamp album containing a collection of world stamps - Egypt, Africa, Asia, Europe, 3 Stanley
Gibbons GB stamp albums containing Elizabeth II stamps, a Trans stamps album, a loose leaf album of used
stamps Edward VIII to Elizabeth II and together with 14 sixpences £30-40

311

A small green stock book of world stamps, an Ace Britannic album of used world stamps - GB, France,
Czechoslovakia, Australia, a loose leaf ring binder of world stamps - Australia, British Colombia, Canada,
France, Germany , GB, Netherlands, Spain and 2 Atlas stamp albums £30-40

312

2 albums of Elizabeth II GB presentation stamps £60-80

313

A red Simplex album of mint and used GB stamps Victoria - Elizabeth II, a green ditto of Commonwealth
stamps Victoria - Elizabeth II including Aiden, Australia, Bermuda, Canada, Ceylon and New Zealand £30-50
Images of all pre 20's New Zealand stamps added.

314

A Royal Mail album of various mint and used world stamps including GB, Germany, France, Czechoslovakia,
Ceylon and 3 stock books of various world stamps including Austria, Germany, Jamaica, South Africa, Czech,
Netherlands £30-50

315

Two blue Stanley Gibbons albums of mint and used world stamps - Aiden, Argentine, Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, Ceylon, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, France, Germany, GB, Hungary, Indian, Ireland, Jamaica,
Kenya, Uganda, Malaya, Malta, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, Switzerland, South Africa,
Vietnam £40-50

316

A quantity of GB and other first day covers £30-40

317

A Stanley Gibbons postbox album of world stamps, a Transworld album of world stamps and an album of GB
first day covers and loose stamps £30-40

318

A Stanley Gibbons ring bind album of GB stamps Victoria and later, sheets of used American stamps, stock
book of Rhodesian used stamps, 2 stock books of American used stamps and 4 other stocks books £30-40
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319

5 albums of Royal Mail Elizabeth II first day covers and loose first day covers in a plastic crate £30-50

320

A plastic crate of loose used world stamps £30-50

321

A 19th Century Samoan wooden bilateral-toothed war club fa'alaufa'i (fa'a, like; lau, leaf; fa'i, banana) 73cm
long. Differing from a talavalu by the bevelled nifo (teeth) as opposed to the spaced tala. ( photo centre pages )
£400-600
The club has a dark red patina. There is chipping to numerous teeth and large chip to one side of the
longitudinal edge. The club was a gift from the vendors Great Uncle ( who was a sailor ) to him when he was 6
years old in 1948.

322

6 stock books of world stamps £30-50

323

7 albums of mint and used world stamps £30-50

324

A large collection of GB George VI and later loose stamps in a plastic crate £30-50

325

A 1930's album of used world stamps, a small collection of loose stamps contained in a tin £30-40

326

7 empty first day cover albums and 5 empty stamp albums £30-40

327

A box containing a collection of postal history including old approval books, album pages, loose pockets etc,
etc, £30-40

328

A 19th Century Fijian throwing club (I Ulla Drisia) 41 cm long. The handle carved 14cm with geometric pattern.
The club has a dark brown patina ( photo centre pages ) £300-500
There is minor paint flecking on the root head. The are naturally occurring legions in the root head.
The club was a gift from the vendors Great Uncle (who was a sailor) to him when he was 6 years old in 1948.

329

An album of black and white postcards, Continental scenes and an album of 1930's black and white
photographs of Bruges, Cannes, etc £40-60

330

2 ring bound albums of trade cards £50-75

331

Charles Kingsley, Arts Union "The Story of Hereward The Wake" illustrated by H C Selous £30-50

332

The Daily Mail Official First World War postcard album with various coloured and black and white postcards
£30-40

333

A black and white group photograph of B Company Artists Rifles, Worthing 1935 together with 2 black and
white photograph albums and various ephemera £30-50

334

A Victorian leather bound photograph album, the frontice piece labelled Bath Academy of Art Special
Collection Reference library 47 photographs £40-60

335

A gilt metal cylindrical hall lantern with swag decoration and glass panels 53cm h x 21cm diam. £80-120
1 glass panel has a chip

336

A gilt metal and onyx finished 6 light electrolier, the centre section decorated a cherub on a trapeze 21cm x
47cm diam. £20-30

337

A cylindrical Adam style gilt metal hall lantern with swag decoration and bevelled glass panels to the sides
68cm h x 27 diam. ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
There are chips to the bevelled glass panelling

338

A Victorian pierced brass fender 23cm h x 140cm w x 36cm d £50-70

339

An album of various cigarette cards and an album of Wills cigarette cards and ditto Players Kings and Queens
of England £30-50

340

The Commonwealth Collection, an album of Elizabeth II mint commonwealth stamps, a Sterling album of used
world stamps - Italy, Hungary, GB, Germany, France, Austria, Australia and a small attache case of loose mint
and used stamps £30-50
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341

A Rolleicord camera and an Ensign Ranger 2 folding camera £30-40

342

An automatic dice shaker contained in a circular case marked patent C H & Sons together with a marching
compass £50-75

343

R Bancks and Sons, 421 The Strand, a Victorian ivory mounted thermometer contained in a mahogany and
copper capped wall mounted bracket £40-60

344

A compass with silver dial contained in a mahogany case 8cm together with a military issue amp meter
contained in a mahogany and brass case marked W.G. Paye and Co. no. 2740 1914, contained in a leather
carrying case £40-60

345

88 various botanical microscope slides contained in 2 wooden cases £100-150

346

A student's 19th Century "brass" single draw field microscope (1 slide clip damaged) £80-100

347

Swift and Sons, a 19th Century brass Freezing Microtome (1883-1885) top section only "The Ultra Lens"
boxed, a microscope slide boxed and 1 other item boxed £40-60

348

A chrome syringe contained in a cardboard box £30-50

349

A C Reichert Wien microscope, marked No 8150, contained in a box £50-75

350

Nachet et Fils, a French 19th Century single pillar student's microscope marked Nachet et Fils Rue Serpente
16 Paris contained in an associated mahogany case marked Millikin and Lawley £40-60

351

A quantity of microscope lenses £40-60

352

A set of brass and mahogany finished gold scales, the base fitted a drawer containing a set of polished steel
and brass gold scales, a Salters no.2 spring balance and a collection of weights £30-50

353

G Baker, a single pillar microscope no.44475 £40-60

354

Thoughton and Sims of London, a 19th Century brass 3 draw telescope marked Thoughton Sims and Edward
Birch contained in a leather carrying case, slight dent to tube £50-75

355

An Ensign Midget folding camera, a Kodak vest pocket camera, an Ensign Selfix 20 folding camera, an Ensign
Epsilon folding camera and a Bencini Comets camera £30-50

356

A Trench periscope with turned oak handle marked Periscope no.14 TOL.Mk4 OS.1427 G.A R and JB 9467,
together with carrying case £40-60

357

A set of 3 Art Deco painted metal and onyx place name holders in the form of a cock pheasant, grouse and
snipe 4cm x 3cm £30-50

358

A turned wooden Royal Hong Kong Police presentation truncheon contained in a plush box, the lid marked
Royal Hong Kong Police 1844-1969-1997 £30-50

359

A 19th Century French chassepot bayonet, the blade marked St Etienne 1872 complete with scabbard
(corroded) £40-60

360

A turned wooden Royal Hong Kong Police presentation truncheon contained in a plush case £30-50
The inscription plaque reads "Presented to Mr & Mrs C.J.R Dawson on the occasion of their retirement by
members of the police recreation club June 1974"

361

A carved oak trinket box the lid decorated 2 birds raised on bracket feet, 13cm x 15cm x 10cm, a collection of
military pips, buttons, horn spoon, leather cigar case, glass beaker in a leather case and other curios £30-50

362

A pair of 18th Century style bronze candlesticks in the form of standing liveried servants 28cm x 7cm diam
£50-75

363

2 limited edition Corgi Tesco Guy Pantechnicon 1/76th size vans, both boxed £26-36

364

"The Edinburgh Almanack 1770", leather bound £30-50

365

A carved alabaster table lamp raised on a square base 46cm x 13cm together with 2 small ditto 18cm x 6cm
£30-50
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366

A 19th Century glass and gilt metal table lamp, the circular reservoir with panel cut decoration, raised on a gilt
metal spreading foot complete with chimney 56cm x 19cm £30-50

367

4 copper saucepans with lids and iron handles and 1 other, a brass "compass" mount and a polished steel
bakers peel £30-50

368

A Victorian oval copper kettle 13cm x 20cm together with an oval copper water carrier 20cm x 38cm x 12cm
£30-50

369

A lady's light brown fur coat by Selfridges, some moth £30-40

370

A lady's full length brown fur coat (large section of lining is coming loose) £20-30

371

A 19th Century Continental pine dolls house dresser with raised back, the base fitted 2 drawers above a
cupboard enclosed by sliding doors 44cm x 26cm x 14cm £50-75
There is damage to the top left hand edge

372

2 bottles of 1963 Offley Boa Vista port (labels missing) £50-75

373

A 70cl limited edition bottle of Louis XIII De Remy Martin Grande Champagne Cognac celebrating the year
2000 and contained in a Baccarat glass bottle, complete with certificate, box and outer box sleeve ( photo
centre pages ) £1000-1500

374

An African Nyami Nyami style carved wooden walking stick, carved serpent, tortoise, crocodile, 2 crossed
pipes, lizards etc, the head is damaged £40-60

375

A carved African hardwood mask 57cm x 17cm £30-50

376

A Victorian oil lamp with embossed brass base and ruby glass reservoir, clear glass chimney and opaque
glass shade £30-50
There is a small chip and crack to the reservoir

377

A brass bank light raised on a circular base with Bakelite shade 38cm x 28cm x 12cm £40-50

378

A pair of black leather riding boots complete with wooden trees and a pair of chrome and bone handled boot
hooks £40-60

379

Of boxing interest, an August 6th 1966 Heavyweight Champion of the World programme together other boxing
related programmes £40-50

380

A Horace Lindrum champion snooker cue complete with metal case £40-60

381

2 First World War shells complete with polished steel nose cones 23cm x 6cm together with a pair of 19th
Century brass candlesticks 21cm £30-50

382

A bottle of unlabelled vintage port with coal label marked vintage 1820 T J Harris Station Horsham, contained
in a basket work cradle £40-60

383

A Victorian carved Swiss walnut trinket box, the hinged lid decorated a reclining boy with 3 pugs raised on
tassel supports, marked "Jakob Abplanalp Gold Medaille Geneva 1896" 17cm h x 28cm x 20cm . Jakob (also
know as Jacob) Abplanalp (1860-1930) from Brienz (Black Forest) was a renowned carver known for highly
technical carved reliefs. Exhibitions of his and others work in the late 19th Century brought Brienz wood
carving to international fame. Abplanalp's famous relief of a Rose and Butterfly won the Chicago World's Fair
Gold Medal and the Geneva Festival Gold Medal in 1896 of which this appears to be the presentation box. (
photo centre pages ) £200-400
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385

A wooden model of a 2 masted and armed sailing ship 72cm x 79cm x 17cm £30-50
The rigging requires attention

386

An Art Deco 4 piece Best English Pewter bullet shaped coffee service comprising coffee pot, hotwater pot,
cream jug and twin handled sugar bowl £30-40

387

A copper and brass coaching horn 106cm £30-40

388

A malacca cane, the metal terminal in the form of a human skull together with a holly walking stick with horn
handle £30-50

389

A mahogany propeller walking stick 87cm £50-80

390

A Sussex Constabulary Police Sargent's tunic by Huggins of Bristol, collar no. B223, some moth to the lapel,
sleeves and back £30-50
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.
401

A 19th Century watercolour, unsigned, gentleman on a horse with companion on foot with the windmill at
Ovingdean? in the distance 23cm x 34cm £50-75

402

Watercolour drawing, "Rural Pastimes", study of a couple playing hide and seek by a tree, label to the reverse
marked Liniacke James Lawlor Prize for drawing 1873 26cm x 35cm £40-60

403

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of a great horned owl in a tree 47cm x 36cm £120-150

404

Richard W Orr, acrylic, study of a puffin 23cm x 29cm £160-190

405

Bartolozzi (1727-1815) a pair of circular prints of classical scenes 29cm £30-50

406

A Victorian pencil and wash unsigned, interior scene with figures 17.5cm x 23.5cm £40-60

407

J M Hilson, a pair of 19th Century watercolour drawings, shrimping scene with cart and rocky outcrop in
distance and Mont Orgueil Castle, Jersey, both signed 17cm x 34cm £60-90
There is slight foxing to the castle

408

20th Century oil on canvas, unsigned, still life study of roses, 49cm x 62cm £80-100
This has been relined and restored

409

Richard W Orr, acrylic, signed, study of a leopard in a tree, 47cm x 43cm £300-350

410

Robert Morden (1650-1703) a map of Sussex with coloured borders 35cm x 42cm £50-75

411

T Bowles, engraving, view of St James's Palace Palmall 27cm x 41cm £40-60

412

19th Century pen and wash studies, extensive Continental formal garden landscapes with figures at pursuits
48cm x 46cm £100-150
Each picture is in 2 half sections

413

Joan Morgan ARCA, watercolour, signed "Above The Italian Gardens, Eastbourne", labels en verso 27cm x
36cm £50-75

414

Hubert Jarvis 1920, (1882-1962), watercolour signed, landscape study with building 27cm x 23cm £30-50
This painting is heavily foxed

415

19th Century oils on board, a pair, "Shobrooke Park" and "Shobrooke Woods" Devon views 24cm x 34cm
£80-120

416

Claude H Rowbotham (1864-1949) aquatints, "Lake of Menteith" and "St Paul's From Southwark" signed in
pencil 17cm x 22cm £40-60

417

Albert Houthuesen, (1903-1979) signed lithograph, portrait study of a lady 67cm x 52cm £30-40

418

G Wells, oils on canvas, Welsh riverscape with fishermen and Welsh riverscape 35cm x 52cm £100-150

419

R W Orr, acrylic signed, study of owls in Umbria 49cm x 34cm £100-140

420

Richard W Orr, acrylic signed, study of a lioness and cubs 21cm x 37cm £95-120

421

Val Millray, oils on board, a pair, landscape view with mountain and rocky coastal view 11cm x 16cm £40-60

422

Louise J Rayner, (1832-1924) watercolour, signed, a mother and children before a stone gateway 23cm x
18cm £240-280
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423

P S Rodgers, 19th Century oil on canvas, signed to the bottom left hand corner, rural scene with figure driving
sheep, unframed, 41cm x 51cm £40-60
This picture has been cleaned and re-lined

424

A 19th Century oval silk work needlepoint panel of a shepherdess and sheep in a Hogarth frame 13cm x 9cm,
a ditto of a young lady holding a garland 12cm x 8cm £40-60

425

A 19th Century oval silhouette picture of a young lady playing a piano forte 5cm x 9cm, 2 ditto portraits of
children 9cm x 7cm £40-60

426

Richard W Orr, acrylic, signed, a Swiss Sparrow sitting amongst bells 38cm x 22cm £250-280

427

Richard W Orr, acrylic, signed, a fox and cubs in a woodland setting 34cm x 46cm £120-150
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
441

An Edwardian repousse silver rectangular trinket box decorated with scrolls, Birmingham 1902, 66 grams,
11cm £40-60

442

An Edwardian silver mounted cut glass spherical toilet bottle London 1906 12cm £30-40

443

A silver engine turned dressing table set comprising hand mirror and 2 hair brushes £30-40
All hallmarks are rubbed

444

An Edwardian repousse silver heart shaped dish decorated with scrolls London 1901 maker Mappin & Webb
together with a tea infuser, thimble and silver mounted address book, weighable silver 64 grams £40-60

445

A pair of silver hexagonal tapered candlesticks Birmingham 1927, 21cm £60-80

446

An Edwardian repousse silver rectangular trinket box decorated with scrolls and flowers Birmingham 1902,
maker W Hutton & Sons Ltd 98 grams, 13cm £30-50
There are several dents to this item

447

A Victorian circular silver hammer pattern snuff box Chester 1898, 58 grams, 7cm £40-50

448

A pair of silver tapered candlesticks London 1953, 16cm £20-30
1 has been soldered

449

A silver presentation cup Birmingham 1934 and 1 other 236 grams £40-50
The goblet has some minor dents but is not engraved.

450

An Edwardian silver mounted toilet set comprising 7 mounted jars, a hand mirror, 2 clothes brushes, a shoe
horn and button hook £70-90

451

An Indian silver hexagonal 3 piece tea set with ebony handle, gross 1042 grams £100-150

452

A silver hip flask with engraved crest, 80 grams, 12cm £30-40
The hallmarks are erased and it is dented

453

A pair of Chinese silver menu holders decorated with Mon, 40 grams, 7cm £40-50

454

A Japanese silver leaf shaped dish by Ashahi Shoten, 154 grams, 23cm £40-60

455

A stylish silver 5 bar toast rack Birmingham 1896, a cream jug, salt, 2 spoons and a silver mounted pepper mill
£50-70

456

A Chinese repousse silver pail decorated with lilies 7cm, an Indian repousse silver rectangular box 8cm and an
800 standard model of an instrument £50-75

457

A Victorian style repousse silver dressing table set comprising hand mirror, hair brush, clothes brush and
comb, Birmingham 1984 £30-40

458

A pair of gentleman's silver backed engine turned hair brushes Birmingham 1941 £20-30

459

A 19th Century Continental silver snuff box with ribbed decoration 56 grams, 7cm £40-60

460

A Victorian silver trinket box with engraved inscription Birmingham 1900, 5cm £24-34
This box is dented

461

A silver mug with angular handle Birmingham 1931 140 grams £30-40

462

An Art Deco silver mounted onyx ashtray decorated with a view of Grosvenor House Birmingham 1913, 3
silver mounted bottles and minor item £60-80

463

A cased pair of gentleman's silver engine turned hair brushes Birmingham 1955 and a cased set of 6 dessert
eaters £30-40
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464

A cased set of 6 silver plated grapefruit spoons and a cased pair of eaters £20-30

465

A good George III silver presentation punch bowl, inscribed "A gift from John Wallis and Company to Captain
Peter Shields on account of his ship being the first vessel repaired in their new dry dock South Shields January
22nd 1787" the reverse engraved with a galleon, Newcastle 1786, maker John Langlands I and John
Robertson I, 640 grams, 28cm - Robert, Thomas and John Wallis defied the ship building grant given to
Newcastle by Henry I to have the monopoly on ship repairs and when they set up their shipyard the
unfortunate Alderman sent with a posse of officers to forcibly hinder the work was treated to an involuntary
bath in the river ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

466

A George III repousse silver mug with flowers and scrolls, London 1775 maker William Cripps 190 grams, 9cm
( photo centre pages ) £120-140

467

A silver engine turned rectangular silver cigarette box raised on bracket feet Birmingham 1947, 20cm x 11cm x
6cm £50-75
There are several dents to this lot

468

A George III repousse silver mug decorated with flowers and with vacant cartouche, London 1787 maker
Samuel Meriton 74 grams, 7cm £45-55
The foot is bent and there are several dents to this lot

469

A rectangular silver engine turned cigarette box Birmingham 1949 on bracket feet 16cm x 9cm x 5cm £50-70
There are numerous dents to this lot

470

A William IV repousse silver cup decorated with scrolls and flowers and having an engraved monogram
London 1831 maker John James Keith 154 grams 13cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-130
There are minor dents to this lot

471

A silver cigarette box of square form Birmingham 1947 10cm x 9cm x 5cm £30-40
This lot is dented

472

Ten sterling silver chopsticks, 162 grams, 24.5cm £60-80

473

A rectangular silver cigarette box with engine turned decoration and presentation inscription Birmingham 1933,
17cm x 9cm x 6cm £50-70
There are several dents to this lot

474

A square silver presentation cigarette box, Birmingham 1947, 10cm x 9cm x 5cm £30-40
There are numerous dents to this lot

475

A silver octagonal cup with presentation inscription, Birmingham 1925, 140 grams, 7cm £70-90

476

A sterling silver square cigarette box 9cm x 9cm x 4cm £30-40

477

An Arts and Crafts style silver 3 piece condiment set Birmingham 1949, maker Adie Bros Ltd cased, 296
grams £120-150

478

A silver 5 piece condiment set and 3 spoons with chased urns and swags, Birmingham 1946, cased, 120
grams £120-150

479

A set of 6 Chinese sterling silver teaspoons, cased and 6 others £50-75

480

An Art Deco style silver 3 piece condiment Birmingham 1949, 2 other condiments and a cake slice, 234 grams
£60-80

481

Six silver and mother of pearl handled fish eaters Sheffield 1924 £50-70
4 handles are damaged

482

A pair of silver rectangular dishes Birmingham 1949, 5 others, 280 grams £60-80

483

A sterling silver bell with ebonised handle, a cup, condiment and 2 napkin rings £60-80

484

A pair of silver Georgian style candlesticks Birmingham 1949, 15cm, a small pair - same date 13cm £60-80

485

A Victorian 4 piece silver plated tea and coffee set decorated with flowers and scrolls with bird finials £70-90
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486

A pair of Victorian silver plated foliate candlesticks 26cm, a cocktail shaker, pair of coasters and repousse dish
£130-150

487

A matched canteen of silver fiddle pattern cutlery comprising 9 dinner forks, 4 table spoons, 5 dessert spoons,
8 tea spoons and 1 ladle, mixed dates, 1510 grams £400-500

488

A pair of Edwardian repousse silver berry spoons Sheffield 1901, minor cutlery, 420 grams £100-130

489

A Victorian silver plated mounted ewer, a cased jug and bowl and 4 plated cigarette lighters £100-130

490

A pair of Victorian repousse silver candlesticks with vacant cartouches, 27cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
The hallmarks are rubbed

491

A repousse silver oval dish decorated with fete gallant scene 15cm, rubbed marks, 90 grams £60-80

492

A mid Victorian fiddle pattern silver basting spoon London 1853, 152 grams £60-80

493

A Continental repousse silver chamber stick with a figural base raised on rococo feet, import mark London
1901, 156 grams, 14cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-100

494

An Indian repousse silver jug, 4 tots, a beaker, bowl, dish, spoon and tea infuser, 520 grams £100-140

495

A circular silver dish with scalloped rim, London 1997, 357 grams £120-150

496

A pair of Peruvian silver 3 branch candelabra 854 grams, 23cm ( photo centre pages ) £280-340

497

A silver monteith with lion ring handles, Chester 1932, maker J Richard Attenborough Co Ltd 338 grams (
photo centre pages ) £120-150

498

An Indian silver basket decorated with hunting scenes, 230 grams £75-95

499

A 19th Century Continental silver spoon with figural handle and 1 other, 157 grams £50-75

500

An Edwardian 800 standard mesh evening purse 289 grams £95-120

501

A silver tea strainer Sheffield 1961 and 1 other, 88 grams £36-46

502

A silver mug with S scroll handle and scroll decoration and 2 others 469 grams ( photo centre pages )
£150-180

503

Six Continental silver and enamelled teaspoons and a pair of silver nips 93 grams £30-50

504

A pair of Egytpian repousse silver boxes in the form of birds with chased feathers 464 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £150-180

505

A Continental 900 standard repousse twin handled baluster vase 511 grams £160-200

506

A William IV repousse silver mug with floral decoration and fluted body, London 1831, maker Joseph Angell I &
Joseph Angell I 151 grams, 9cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-100

507

A 19th Century Continental pierced and repousse silver dish with scrolling floral border enclosing a fete gallant
view 419 grams 32cm ( photo centre pages ) £140-180

508

A Continental silver dish with bright cut decoration, birds and flowers 17cm, a repousse silver ditto 17cm, 344
grams £110-140

509

An Art Nouveau silver 3 handled cup London 1905 maker Horace Woodward & Co Ltd 12cm 228 grams (
photo centre pages ) £75-95

510

A Mexican silver lobed dish 28cm, 295 grams £100-130

511

An Art Deco silver cream jug with scroll spout Birmingham 1930 9cm, 94 grams £30-50

512

A pair of Victorian silver asparagus servers 230 grams ( photo centre pages ) £75-95
The hallmarks are rubbed

513

An Edwardian silver 3 piece tea set with ebony mounts, Birmingham 1906, maker William Aitkin gross 532
grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-180

514

A set of George IV silver teaspoons London 1822, 111 grams £36-46

515

A circular silver table salt London 1962 together with a bon bon dish 112 grams £36-46
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516

A pair of Victorian silver 5 bar toast racks on ball feet, London 1891, maker Henry Wilkinson & Co 248 grams
£80-100

517

Seventeen Georgian silver forks with reeded handles £220-260

518

A Continental silver smooth link necklace and bracelet 153 grams £50-75

519

Two Continental silver necklaces, 107 grams £40-60

520

A silver bangle and 5 others 185 grams £65-85

521

A pair of silver nugget cufflinks and minor silver jewellery 99 grams £36-46

522

A silver bangle, 2 others, a brooch and a bracelet 147 grams £50-70

523

A stylish silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery, 154 grams £55-85

524

Four Continental silver necklaces 214 grams £70-90

525

Two silver necklaces 138 grams £45-65

526

Two silver charm bracelets 112 grams £40-50

527

An 18ct yellow gold pearl set pendant and chain 4.6 grams ( photo centre pages ) £110-130

528

A 9ct yellow gold diamond ring size M 1/2 £36-46

529

A 9ct yellow gold diamond ring size N 4.2 grams £50-70

530

A half sovereign 1906 £90-120

531

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring size Q 1/2, 2.2 grams £50-75

532

A 9ct yellow gold gents ring, 3.7 grams, size N £70-90

533

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring size O 4.4 grams £110-130

534

An 18ct white gold diamond set tennis bracelet, approx 2ct, 18.5cm £2200-2500

535

An 18ct yellow gold 4 stone diamond ring size L 2.2 grams £50-70

536

A pair of 18ct yellow gold single stone ear studs approx. 0.4ct £350-400

537

A platinum illusion set cluster diamond ring approx. 1.1ct, size O £900-1100

538

An 18ct yellow gold cluster ring size Q, 1.3 grams £30-50

539

A half sovereign 1887 £90-120

540

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring size K 2.7 grams £60-80

541

A 14ct gem set dress ring size N 1/2 £70-90

542

A 9ct yellow gold necklace and minor gold jewellery 27 grams £200-250

543

A half sovereign 1887 £90-120

544

A pair of carved mother of pearl earrings and minor costume jewellery £50-75

545

An 18ct white gold single stone halo style solitaire diamond ring, the centre stone approx 1.06ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.35ct size K 1/2 with EDR certificate £3400-3800

546

A Continental silver necklace by Hans Hansen 138 grams ( photo centre pages ) £100-130

547

A 9ct white gold 13 stone half eternity ring approx 0.93ct size L1/2 £800-1000

549

A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and clasp 45 grams £350-400

550

A pair of 9ct yellow gold cufflinks, 2 ditto rings, 10 grams £80-100

551

An 18ct white gold Victorian style sapphire and diamond ring size M 1/2 £950-1150

552

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold turquoise bracelet with 2 gold charms 12 grams ( photo centre pages )
£130-160

553

A string of freshwater cultured pearls with silver clasp 42cm £120-150

554

A silver Albert and medallion £30-40

555

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring, the emerald approx. 1.4ct flanked by brilliant cut diamonds
approx. 0.28ct, size M £450-500
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556

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold pocket watch, 14 grams £160-190

557

A gentleman's gold plated hunter pocket watch, the dial inscribed Waltham USA £50-75

558

A gentleman's steel cased Omega wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock on a later bracelet ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

559

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link necklace 9.2 grams, 46cm £160-190

560

An 18ct white gold oval tanzanite and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 2.54ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 1.24ct size N ( photo centre pages ) £1800-2200

561

A pair of 18ct white gold brilliant cut single stone diamond ear studs, each approx. .40ct £900-1100

562

An unusual 1913 two piece sovereign locket with later 9ct mount £220-260
The sovereign has been cut in half vertically to separate the front and the back, it is now missing the outer
edge. It is set with a 9ct clasp, which closes quite loosely.

563

A gentleman's steel cased Titus Transistor wristwatch and minor watches £40-60

564

An 18ct yellow and white gold oval opal and diamond pendant on an 18ct white gold chain ( photo centre
pages ) £1450-1650

565

A silver Albert with T bar and clasp, 50 grams £30-40

566

A 19th Century silver key wind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £30-50
The dial is cracked and the watch is not working

567

A circular silver and guilloche enamel box, Birmingham 1927, a cased set of 3 studs and a silver necklace
£40-50

568

A lady's 18ct yellow gold Imaco wristwatch, a 9ct ditto and minor watches £40-60

569

A Middle Eastern silver bangle, 1 other and a pierced holder £50-70

570

An 18ct white gold single stone diamond ring approx. 0.27ct, size M £220-260

571

A silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1939 and 3 others, 340 grams £50-70

572

A set of 6 cased silver teaspoons Birmingham 1928 and a 3 piece silver condiment 190 grams £40-50

573

A silver sauce boat on hoof feet Birmingham 1936, a photograph frame and atomiser £30-40

574

A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and 2 clasps, 50 grams ( photo centre pages ) £350-400

575

A 9ct yellow gold half hunter pocket watch the dial inscribed Robertson London with seconds at 6 o'clock,
contained in a 49mm case ( photo centre pages ) £350-400
This watch is in working order

577

A 1912 sovereign in a pierced 9ct, 9 gram mount ( photo centre pages ) £260-300

578

A pair or neon appatite earrings £45-65

579

Two 9ct yellow gold necklaces, 17.5 grams, 3 gold tooth fillings £120-150

580

An 18ct white gold single stone brilliant cut diamond ring, approx 0.59ct, clarity I1, colour F, with diamond set
shoulders approx 0.28ct, with certificate, size J £1250-1450

581

A 9ct yellow gold bar brooch, 2 brooches, a pendant and 2 pairs of earrings £100-140

582

A 9ct yellow gold cameo pendant £26-36

583

A yellow gold gem set floral ring size S £80-100

584

An 18ct white gold oval tanzanite and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 2.8ct flanked by baguette cut
diamonds approx. 0.35ct, size N 1/2 £840-940

585

A yellow gold coral ring size S, a 2 stone coral ditto size S £80-100

586

A white gold Art Deco style aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 5.5ct flanked by brilliant
cut diamonds approx. 0.4ct, size N ( photo centre pages ) £1400-1800

587

A 9ct yellow gold quartz dress ring size Q 1/2, a 9ct wedding band size O and a 9ct gem set ring size R £70-90

588

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Omega mechanical wristwatch on a ditto bracelet 18.2 grams £250-300
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589

A silver hardstone Scottish brooch, a quantity of silver jewellery £50-70

590

An 18ct yellow gold Edwardian style ruby and diamond ring size O £550-600

591

A Victorian gilt in memoriam brooch and minor costume jewellery £40-60

592

A 9ct yellow gold pink sapphire and diamond ring size N £70-90

593

A silver hip flask with silver cup base, London 1934, 216 grams 14cm £60-80

594

A set of 6 sterling silver teaspoons, 98 grams £30-40

595

A stylish repousse silver plated dish decorated two tanks crossing a bridge 11cm £26-36

596

A novelty silver plated egg cup with bird lid and minor plated items £30-40

597

A set of silver plated dessert eaters with mother of pearl handles and 6 plated cased ditto £20-30

598

A silver plated mounted 3 bottle tantalus £30-50
The mount is not marked.

599

A canteen of Edwardian silver plated dessert eaters for 12 together with a cake knife and server £26-36

600

An Edwardian silver plated mounted cut glass biscuit barrel and a quantity of plated items £30-40

601

A brass mounted 3 bottle tantalus with key £30-40
The mount is marked Betjemens.

602

A silver plated 3 piece tea set and minor plated items £30-50

603

A Victorian silver plated teapot and sugar bowl and minor plated items £30-40

604

A canteen of Butler plated cutlery for 6 £30-40

605

An Adam style silver plated 3 piece tea set and minor plated items £30-40

606

A 3 piece demi-fluted silver plated tea set £30-40

607

A Victorian mahogany work box with silver plated mounts and base drawer £30-40

608

A silver sauce boat with S scroll handle on hoof feet Birmingham 1973, 1 other and 2 pairs of silver sugar nips,
230 grams £30-50

609

A quantity of silver plated cutlery, sugar nips etc £30-40

610

A silver plated ladle and minor jewellery including a plated wristwatch £30-40

611

A George III silver cylindrical mustard pot London 1771 with blue glass liner and 3 others £150-200

612

A William IV pierced silver fish slice London 1835 maker J B Chatterley & Sons 250 grams £80-100

613

A silver mounted glass oil bottle Birmingham 1927 and 8 other condiments £120-150

614

An Indian repousse silver circular salver decorated with animals and birds with presentation inscription 420
grams, 30 cm, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £130-160

615

A set of 6 Edwardian silver teaspoons and nips in a fitted case Sheffield 1908, 84 grams £30-40

616

A gentleman's silver Art Deco tonneau cased wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock, a silver trophy and minor
items £50-70

617

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery £50-70

618

A silver ring and minor silver jewellery, weighable silver 120 grams £40-60

619

A gentleman's Delbana wristwatch and minor wristwatches, cufflinks etc £30-40

620

A pair of 9ct yellow gold studs and a ditto bar brooch £45-55

621

An 18ct yellow gold oval ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 4ct surrounded by 12 brilliant
cut diamonds, size M £1400-1600

622

An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond line bracelet, the diamonds approx. 0.72ct the rubies approx. 10.3ct,
17cm £1850-2250

623

A double strand cultured pearl necklace, the 14ct yellow gold clasp set with diamonds, 45cm £90-120

624

A string of purple/blue cultured pearls with a 9ct yellow gold clasp 42cm £180-240
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625

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond oval cluster ring, the centre oval stone approx. 4ct surrounded by 14
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.65ct size S 1/4 £1400-1600

626

An Edwardian style amethyst, seed pearl and peridot drop necklace on a 9ct yellow gold chain £380-440

627

An 18ct white gold emerald and diamond floral ring set with 5 brilliant cut emeralds and baguette and marquise
cut diamonds approx. 1ct, size L £800-1000

628

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring with princess cut sapphires and brilliant cut
diamonds size O 1/2 £740-840

629

A gentleman's Zoughaib gilt wristwatch set with diamonds on a leather strap £280-340

630

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre cut stone approx 1.35ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 1.5ct, size N £2600-3000

631

An 18ct white gold 5 stone diamond ring size M and a 9ct yellow gold diamond ring size S 1/2 £40-60

632

A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet with padlock 20.5 grams £320-360

633

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold ring with enamelled cross of St George size W, 7.5 grams £85-120

634

An 18ct white gold pink sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx 1ct surrounded by brilliant
and baguette cut diamonds approx. 0.2ct, size N £550-600

635

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold bar brooch in the form of a crop and horse shoe 3.3 grams £60-80

636

A silver bangle and 4 others, 295 grams £110-130

637

A silver necklace with 3 ditto pendants, another necklace £20-30

638

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 108 grams £90-120

639

A silver charm bracelet and 2 other bracelets, 80 grams £30-40

640

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery 99 grams £70-90

641

A suite of silver mother of pearl and coral jewellery comprising necklace, brooch, bracelet and earrings £30-50

642

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size M £50-70

643

A silver hunter pocket watch and a lady's silver wristwatch £20-30
The pocket watch has a chipped dial and neither watches are working

644

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond 3 stone ring size O 1/2 £80-100

645

A silver pendant and minor silver jewellery, 43 grams £20-30

646

A yellow gold 7 stone diamond ring size O 1/2 £50-75

647

A 9ct white gold paste set single stone ring size L £45-55

648

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band size P, a 22ct ditto size M and a gilt ring size R £100-150

649

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set ring size T £30-40

650

A 9ct yellow gold 2 colour swivel seal and 4 gilt seals £30-50

651

An 1887 Jubilee £2 coin ( photo centre pages ) £380-420

652

A silver engine turned compact 90 grams £30-40

653

An Egyptian niello silver dagger decorated with dowels and buildings 35cm £50-75

654

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery 108 grams £70-90

655

A silver engine turned vesta Birmingham 1919 and 2 others 82 grams £36-46

656

A silver flat link necklace and minor silver jewellery 154 grams £130-160

657

Twelve sterling silver scalloped dishes, 10cm, 763 grams £250-300

658

A silver bead necklace and bracelet 63 grams £50-70

659

A pair of Edwardian silver preserve spoons Birmingham 1905, 31 grams £20-30

660

A Scottish silver hardstone brooch and minor costume jewellery £45-55

661

A Victorian style silver buckle London 1981 and minor items £40-50

662

An 800 standard fruit bowl 378 grams £140-180
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663

Six Georgian silver teaspoons, 65 grams £20-30

664

A set of 6 Continental silver spoons with twist stems, 44gms £20-30

665

A silver engine turned sovereign/half sovereign case Birmingham 1912 and minor items, 60gms £40-60

666

A silver engine turned rectangular cigarette box Birmingham 1926, 15cm x 3.5cm x 8cm £30-40

667

A silver plated demi-fluted 2 handled champagne cooler, tray, stand and coaster £40-60

668

A silver 3 piece tea set, Sheffield 1924 with ebony mounts, maker Walter & Charles Sissons gross weight
1050gr ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

669

A pair of George III silver basting spoons London 1775, maker Thomas Dealtry 232 grams £180-220

670

A silver engine turned cigarette case, half of a silver buckle and a silver mounted pen knife Birmingham 1960,
weighable silver 190 grams £70-90

671

A set of 10 Victorian silver fiddle pattern teaspoons London 1863, 6 other sets and minor flatware, 1275 grams
£150-200

672

A silver photograph frame Birmingham 1925 18cm x 12cm £30-40

673

A Continental 800 standard repousse bowl decorated with a long boat 364 grams, 25cm £70-90

674

A rectangular silver cigarette box with laurel decoration raised on ball feet Birmingham 1939, maker Alfred E
Jones 16cm x 5cm x 10cm £80-120

675

A silver salver with Chippendale rim Sheffield 1993, maker Elkington & Co Ltd 494 gram, 27 cm £100-150

676

A silver napkin ring with chased floral decoration Chester 1923 34 grams, cased £20-30

677

An Edwardian silver plated demi-fluted 3 piece tea set, a ditto with ebony mounts £30-50

678

A silver plated entree set and minor plated items £30-50

679

Minor silver plated cutlery and 5 cased sets £30-40

680

A silver plated 4 piece octagonal tea and coffee set, a 3 piece ditto £30-50

681

A silver plated cocktail shaker, entree, tea kettle on stand and minor plated items £30-50

682

An Edwardian silver plated breakfast server and minor plated items and cutlery £30-50

683

A set of 6 Edwardian silver teaspoons and sugar nips with fancy handles Sheffield 1901, a silver lidded jar, a
silver lid and 5 silver handled implements £30-50

684

An Edwardian mahogany canteen of plated cutlery for 6 £30-50
2 fish knives and the servers are missing

685

An Edwardian style amethyst and seed pearl and diamond pendant on a 9ct yellow gold chain £220-250

686

A pair of citrine ear studs £45-55

687

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold ring in the form of a snake, size T 1/2 together with a silver ditto size T £40-60

688

A pair of 14ct yellow gold oval cabochon cut ruby and diamond earrings £350-400
The rubies have been colour treated

689

A pair of platinum single stone diamond ear studs approx. 0.3ct £280-320

690

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 0.67ct surrounded by
sapphires and diamonds, size N ( photo centre pages ) £2450-2850

691

A 9ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 0.16ct, size M £230-280

692

A pair of platinum and diamond ear studs approx 0.3ct, colour K/L SI1/SI2 £240-280

693

A pair of silver topaz ear studs £45-55

694

A gentleman's platinum 3 stone diamond ring approx. 3.18ct, size S 1/2 £6500-8500

695

A pair of silver Ethiopian opal ear studs £60-80

696

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set ring, approx. 0.16ct, size M 1/2 £230-280

697

An 18ct white gold heart shaped diamond and emerald ring, the centre stone approx 1.22ct, surrounded by
emeralds 1.89ct and brilliant cut diamonds 0.98ct, size O £2500-3000
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698

A string of graduated lapis lazuli beads 58cm £90-120

699

A pair of yellow gold jade, diamond and black enamelled Art Deco style ear drops ( photo centre pages )
£600-700

700

A 14ct white gold 3 stone diamond ring with diamond shoulders approx. 1.1ct size P £1000-1300

701

A 9ct yellow gold half eternity ring approx. 0.75ct, size L 1/2 £580-640

702

A 14ct white gold brilliant cut diamond tennis bracelet approx. 9.25ct, 18cm ( photo centre pages ) £7800-8400

703

A pair of Edwardian style diamond, seed pearl and sapphire ear drops £240-280

704

An 18ct white gold oval cut emerald and diamond cluster ring, the oval cut stone approx 1.97ct surrounded by
brilliant and tapered baguette cut diamonds approx. 0.91ct size M £1650-1950

705

A pair of silver Ethiopian black opal ear studs £60-80

706

A pair of silver and amethyst ear studs £45-55

707

A pair of silver peridot ear studs £45-55

708

A pair of silver and garnet ear studs £45-55

709

A pair of silver Kyanite ear studs £45-55

710

A novelty silver cocktail stirrer in the shape of a putter £30-40

711

A Continental silver amethyst set locket and chain, a suite of jewellery, bar brooch earrings and watch £30-40

712

An 18ct yellow gold ring shank, 3 grams, size L, together with a silver bangle and a napkin ring £40-50

713

A 9ct yellow gold pink sapphire and diamond ring size N £80-100

714

A 9ct yellow gold gem set triple cluster ring size N 1/2 £30-40

715

A pair of vintage rhodium plated silver, blue gem set whorl earrings containing 25 brilliant cut stones each, 40
mm x 15mm £100-130

716

A white gold citrine and diamond cluster ring the centre square stone 8mm x 8mm surrounded by 4 baguette
and 12 brilliant cut diamonds size G £200-250

717

A stylish Art Deco style yellow gold topaz ring, the stone 23mm x 17mm, size L £200-250

718

An 18ct yellow gold amethyst and turquoise dress ring size Q £120-150

719

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring size O 1/2 £150-180

720

A Scottish silver brooch and minor costume jewellery £40-60

721

A quantity of loose polished precious and semi-precious stones, minor jewellery and a plated coaster £100-150

722

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £40-60

723

A silver ingot, minor costume jewellery and commemorative crowns and coins £30-40

724

An oval twin plated handled tray 62cm, 1 other, a meat dish and bread board and stand £30-50

725

A Royal Masonic Hospital Life Governors jewel, a Mark Master Masons jewel and 5 charity jewels £30-40

726

A Queens South Africa medal to Lieut. Culloden Rowan Imp Yeo (privately engraved) with Cape Colony
Orange Free State, Transvaal South Africa 1901 and South Africa 1902 bars £200-250

728

An enamelled RNVR lapel badge and minor badges £30-40

729

A 1972 silver crown, 2 cased sets and minor coins £30-40

730

A cased CGIAA medallion with ribbon in a Spink box, minor medallions and coins £30-40

731

A gilt Masonic charity jewel in a 9ct gold mount and 2 other jewels £60-90

732

A First World War pair of medals to 253981 GNR.A.W.Carey R.A., minor badges and commemorative crowns
£30-40

733

A silver British Legion Metropolitan Area medallion, minor medallions and badges £30-40

734

A silver gilt and guilloche enamel Knights Templar jewel, minor jewels and badges £80-120

735

A First World War medal trio to 997 GNR.F.E. Tyrell R.F.A, 4 cased sports medals and minor medallions etc
£40-60
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736

Ten 1 ruble coins, 1896 £50-75

737

A First World War medal trio to 106277. GNR.W.E. Sayers R.F.A. mounted and framed together with a
photograph £40-60

738

Two Marie Therese coins and 2 Middle Eastern ditto mounted in the lid of a trinket box £30-40

739

58 World War Two and later cap badges, 2 others and 2 dog tags £30-40

740

A Halcyon Days enamelled box - 1st Century BC mosaic of a cockerell in the Burrell collection Glasgow 6cm
and 4 other Halcyon Days boxes and 5 others £30-50

741

4 Robinsons golly enamelled lapel badges £40-50

742

A 19th Century carved Cantonese ivory card case depicting figures before pavilions amongst flowering trees
11cm x 7cm x 1.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

743

A 19th Century Cantonese carved ivory card case depicting figures before pavilions 9cm x 5cm x 1cm
£100-140
The lid is cracked

744

A 19th Century Cantonese carved ivory card case depicting figures before pavilions 8cm x 4.5cm x 1cm
£80-120

745

A Chinese carved Celadon jade belt hook in the form of a dragon and it's baby 14cm £150-200

746

A Chinese Celadon jade carving of 2 lion cubs 5.5cm £80-120

747

A jade carving of a standing lady 14cm £50-75

748

A green hardstone scent bottle in the form of a pepper 5cm £50-80

749

A jade egg hand cooler 4.5cm £50-80

750

A carved jade pendant in the form of 2 standing gentleman 6cm diam. £100-150

751

A jade carving of a standing figure with apple green flecks 15cm £100-150

752

A carved jade figure of a standing gentleman 5cm £80-120

753

A carved jade figure of 2 monkeys holding a fruit 3.5cm £50-75

754

An 8 setting canteen of plated cutlery contained in a walnut 2 drawer chest on cabriole legs £40-60

755

A Victorian gilt mounted cane with horn handle £30-40

756

A Victorian elliptical silver inkstand with pierced rim, with a silver mounted cut glass inkwell London 1898,
maker John Grinsell & Sons £120-150

757

A yellow gold five stone diamond ring size K £140-180

758

A gentleman's silver cased keywind hunter pocket watch £50-75

759

A cased set of 12 Edwardian silver plated tea spoons and nips together with 2 knives, a fork and 2 spoons
£30-40

760

A World War Two group of medals to W Glendenning 1939-45 France Germany Defence and War medal, in
original posting box £30-40
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
811

An 8 day striking carriage clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt case, the dial
marked William Burford and Sons Exeter and Eastbourne ( photo centre pages ) £75-100
This clock is generally in good condition ad is currently in working order. The base is inscribed on the reverse
"Exeter Prebendaries 16 April 1929"

812

Barraud and Luds, 41 Bishopsgate Street, Within, London EC, an Edwardian Georgian style fusee bracket
timepiece, the 14cm silvered dial and the 14.5cm square brass back plate both marked Barraud and Luds
London 8 1883, contained in a mahogany case ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

813

A 20th Century carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals marked Eurotime, the back plate
marked Made in France 11, 11 jewels Unadj £50-75

814

A German 8 day chiming bracket clock with arched silvered dial, strike/chime dial and slow/fast dial, contained
in an inlaid mahogany lancet case 42cm h x 29cm w x 19cm d £60-80

815

A Guinness aneroid barometer with silvered dial contained in a carved oak case, marked "A lovely day for a
Guinness" 21cm diam. £30-50

816

Japy Freres, a French 19th Century striking mantel clock with gilt dial and enamelled chapter ring, the back
plate with horseshoe mark and contained in an arch shaped oak case £30-50

817

A 19th Century mercury wheel barometer and thermometer with enamelled dial, contained in a rosewood
wheel shaped case £30-50
There is a crack to the dial of the thermometer and the ivory button is missing to the front

818

A 19th/20th Century carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt metal
case, the dial marked VOKFS Paris £30-50
The case is a/f

819

A Hamburg American Clock Co. 14 day striking Art Nouveau bracket clock with embossed silvered dial
contained in an oak case surmounted by a bell, paper label to the back door marked no. 3253 £40-60

820

Japy Freres, a French carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals, contained in a gilt metal
case £40-60
The dial is damaged in 2 places

821

An Art Deco French 8 day timepiece contained in a 3 colour marble case with gilt chapter ring and Arabic
numerals supported by a figure of a standing stag £50-75

822

Junghams, a German alarm clock with paper dial and Arabic numerals, alarm dial and subsidiary dial
contained in a carved oak case £30-50

823

A Japy Freres French 19th Century 8 day striking clock with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in
a white veined marble and gilt metal case £50-75
The pendulum and bell are missing and there is damage to the base

824

A French carriage alarm clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt metal case £40-60
The alarm hand is missing, the back door has a chip to the glass panel

825

A Victorian French striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and gilt metal bell, contained in an arched walnut
and gilt metal mounted case £30-50
Missing bell, pendulum and key
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826

A 19th Century Art Nouveau French 3 piece spelter and marble clock garniture comprising striking mantel
clock with porcelain dial and Arabic numerals contained in a pink marble case surmounted by a spelter figure
of a mother and child together with a pair of matching 3 light candelabrum £80-120
1 branch to the candelabrum is a/f

827

An Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer, the silvered dial marked James Lucking & Co Opticians 5
Coronation Street Birmingham, contained in a carved oak wheel case £30-50
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Rugs and Carpets
828

A Victorian blue and red ground Ferehen carpet with central medallion 400cm x 210cm £400-500
The fringe is missing, there are 2 small holes, the carpet is in wear and there are some signs of old light moth

829

A Persian red and blue ground Behbahan runner with floral ground within multi-row border 537cm x 100cm
£110-130
Some old moth damage and the fringe has been removed

830

A red and blue ground Persian Heriz carpet 308cm x 243cm £100-130
Some signs of old moth damage and the fringe has been reduced at both ends

831

A white, brown and black ground Shumack Kilim rug with multirow border 135cm x 97cm £40-50

832

An orange, brown and green ground Suzni Kilim runner 239cm x 62cm £34-44

833

A blue and white ground floral patterned Persian carpet with medallion to the centre within multi-row border
348cm x 247cm £100-150
There is light staining in places

834

A red and black ground Afghan runner with 9 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 264cm x 83cm
£60-80

835

A white and brown ground Persian carpet with central medallion within multi row borders 288cm x 186cm
£100-150

836

A black and red ground Afghan rug having numerous stylised octagons to the centre within a multi row border
194cm x 101cm £40-60

837

A white and floral patterned Persian carpet with central medallion within a multi row border 244cm x 197cm
£50-75
Some staining in places

838

A blue ground Persian carpet decorated panels 147cm x 85cm £40-60

839

A white and brown ground Persian rug with central medallion and bird decoration 438cm x 307cm £80-120

840

A red and blue ground Bokhara rug with 24 octagons to the centre 200cm x 126cm £40-60

841

A white ground Caucasian style rug with floral ground within multi row border 240cm x 173cm £40-60

842

A red and blue ground Afghan prayer rug with multi row borders 48cm x 96cm £40-60
Some wear

843

A Caucasian style runner with 7 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 416cm x 102cm £70-90
In wear and there is a 20cm tear, the fringe is missing

844

A red and blue ground Bokhara rug with 45 octagons to the centre within a multi row border £40-60
There are 3 spots of white flecking

845

A cream and floral patterned Chinese rug with central medallion 220cm x 122cm (fringe reduced) £40-60

846

A white and red ground Bokhara rug with numerous stylised medallions to the centre within multi row border
193cm x 128cm £40-60
There is some staining in places

847

A 1930's green and floral patterned Chinese carpet 187cm x 122cm £50-75

848

A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border £50-75

849

A black ground Baluchi pictorial rug 170cm x 122cm £80-120

850

A black and red ground Gazak rug with diamond field 120cm x 106cm £50-75

851

A blue and red ground Baluchi prayer rug 128cm x 85cm £40-60
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852

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 6 diamonds to the centre within multi row borders 260cm x 65cm
£50-75

853

A brown and white ground Belgium cotton Persian style Heriz carpet with central medallion 280cm x 200cm
£80-120

854

A gold and brown ground Belgium cotton Kashan style rug with central medallion 230cm x 160cm £70-100

855

A white brown and red ground Belgium cotton Kashan style rug 280cm x 200cm £80-120

856

A Persian Tabriz rug with mihrab floral decoration and peacocks within a multi row border 180cm x 140cm
£200-250
The fringe is missing and there is some flecking in places

857

A brown and blue ground Serapi rug with central medallion within multi row border, in wear and reduced in
length 145cm x 105cm £130-160

858

A Persian blue and red ground Senneh rug within multi row border 160cm x 110cm £120-160
Some flecking in places and fringe reduced

859

A tan, white and blue ground Bakhtiari rug with central medallion 190cm x 130cm £120-150
Some wear, fringe removed

860

A red and blue ground floral patterned Bakhtiari carpet with central medallion with a 3 row border 310cm x
215cm £260-320
Some flecking

861

A brown, red and white ground Persian Afshar rug with medallion to the centre within a multi row border 86cm
x 69cm £100-150
In wear and some flecking

862

A brown and green ground Persian Garajhe runner with 5 stylised medallions to the centre 322cm x 83cm
£130-160
The carpet is heavily in wear, flecking throughout, fringes are missing

863

A tan, green and blue ground Gabbeh pictorial rug with scenes of figures and animals 230cm x 159cm
£170-200
Slight stains in places

864

A blue and white ground Persian Kashan carpet 369cm x 280cm £450-500

865

A red and blue ground Persian Bidjar carpet 340cm x 253cm £380-440

866

A red and blue ground floral patterned Jashaqan carpet 380cm x 270cm £340-380

867

A red and blue ground floral patterned Tabriz carpet within multi row borders 326cm x 247cm £350-400
Fringe reduced
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
881

A George III mahogany tray top commode fitted a cupboard, the drawer complete with china liner 75cm x
52cm x 46cm £100-150
This item is sun bleached, a brass handle is missing from the door

882

A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass swan neck drop handles,
the top with crossbanded decoration, raised on square tapered supports 104cm h x 114cm w x 60cm £60-80
Some veneers missing in places and sun bleached

883

A Georgian mahogany bow front hanging corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by
panelled doors 170cm x 48cm £40-60

884

A French inlaid Kingwood kidney shaped chest of 2 long drawers inlaid flowers with a pierced gilt metal gallery
75cm h x 49cm w x 25cm d £130-160

885

A Georgian mahogany pedestal sofa table fitted 2 long drawers with ebony stringings, raised on a turned
column and triform base on paw feet 71cm h x 101cm w x 71cm d £130-180
There is a 71cm split to the top and also water staining

886

A 19th Century turned and reeded mahogany torchere raised on ball and claw supports 151cm x 26cm diam.
£40-60

887

An 18th Century fruitwood cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by panelled doors 179cm h x
81cm w x 45cm d ( photo centre pages ) £220-260
There are signs of old but treated worm in places

888

A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers raised on splayed bracket feet 105cm
x 104cm x 52cm £60-80
There is water damage to the top, the cock beading is damaged in places

889

An 18th Century elm mule chest of panelled construction and with hinged lid, the base fitted 2 drawers 74cm h
x 129cm w x 57cm d £80-100
Some old but treated worm

890

A Georgian mahogany dressing table mirror contained in a swing frame 64cm x 39cm x 24cm £30-50

891

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bow front dressing table with inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short
drawers with brass swan neck drop handles 81cm h x 148cm w x 61cm d £50-75
There is water damage and ring stains to the top

892

A set of 4 19th Century Irish mahogany bar back dining chair with pierced mid rails and over stuffed seats
raised on sabre supports £40-60

893

A Georgian inlaid mahogany linen press with moulded and dentil cornice, the interior fitted 2 trays and
enclosed by arched panelled doors, the base fitted 2 long drawers above 2 short drawers with ivory
escutcheons, raised on bracket feet 213cm h x 133cm w x 60cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
There are signs of veneer missing to the doors, the veneer is bubbling to the right hand panelled door and a
small section is missing to the side of the right hand bracket feet

894

A Victorian camphor military chest with brass counter sunk handles, fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers (in 2
sections) 94cm h x 91cm w x 49cm d £200-300
There are some scratches to the top and front, bun feet are missing

895

A Georgian mahogany rectangular concertina tea table, the base fitted a secret compartment raised on club
supports 71cm h x 91cm w x 45cm d £120-150
There is pitting, watermarks and slight scratching to the top, some veneers missing to the apron
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896

A Victorian rectangular walnut and ebonised Biedermeier style work table with quarter veneered top, having a
fitted interior, raised on pierced supports with carved H framed stretcher, the base fitted a basket 71cm h x
56cm h x 43cm w £160-190

897

A set of 4 19th Century mahogany stick and rail back dining chairs with over stuffed seats raised on square
tapered supports ending in spade feet £40-60

898

A Georgian style mahogany tray top commode/bedside cabinet enclosed by a panelled door, raised on square
tapered supports 73cm h x 34cm w x 34cm d £40-60

899

A Victorian oval inlaid figured walnut what-not Canterbury, the upper section with quarter veneered top and
brass 3/4 gallery, the base fitted a 3 section Canterbury with pierced panels to the side, the base fitted a
drawer with fragment of old retailer's label 69 and 58 Portman Square, 94cm h x 79cm w x 48cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300
Some sun bleaching

900

A Victorian pine and ebonised chest of 4 long drawers raised on a platform base 99cm h x 66cm w x 68cm d
£140-180

901

A Victorian square rosewood stool with Berlin woolwork seat, on cabriole supports 44cm x 50cm x 49cm
£60-80

902

A Victorian rectangular mahogany occasional table with crossbanded top raised on a baluster turned column
with circular base and paw feet 70cm x 51cm x 43cm £60-80
There are some ring marks and sun bleaching to the top

903

A Georgian bleached mahogany Pembroke table fitted 4 shallow drawers raised on square supports 72cm h x
66cm x 44cm £50-80

904

A Georgian mahogany chest fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on
bracket feet 100cm x 97cm x 53cm £80-120

905

An oak draw leaf dining table, raised on carved cup and cover supports with Y shaped stretcher 77cm h x
91cm w x 127cm l when closed x 211cm when extended £140-180
There is some light scratching and marks to the top

906

A French 19th Century circular walnut occasional table with white veined marble top and pierced brass gallery,
fitted 2 drawers, 2 candle slides, raised on turned and fluted supports 73cm h x 65cm diam. £80-100
There is a small crack and a small patch of discolouration to the marble top. There is a small crack to the left of
one drawer and some small splits to the veneer around the bottom edge. There is a small chip to one leg. The
table is otherwise sturdy and generally in good condition.

907

A Georgian inlaid mahogany demi-lune card table with crossbanded top raised on square tapered supports,
spade feet 74cm x 96cm x 46cm £60-90
The top is warped and there is damage to the top and the apron

908

A 19th Century rectangular mahogany whip and boot stand 94cm x 66cm x 31cm £70-100

909

A 19th Century oak clerk's desk with 3/4 gallery fitted a drawer and raised on square tapered supports 92cm h
x 104cm w x 69cm d £100-150

910

A 19th Century inlaid mahogany pot cupboard with 3/4 gallery, the cupboard enclosed by a panelled door,
raised on square tapered supports 82cm h x 36cm w x 35cm d £40-60
The door is slightly warped

911

An oak Art Nouveau throne chair with upholstered seat and back raised on turned supports £80-100

912

An Edwardian oval bleached inlaid mahogany bijouterie table raised on cabriole supports with X framed
stretcher 75cm h x 68cm w x 47cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
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913

A French oak cabinet with shelved interior enclosed by a panelled door and with cabriole supports 92cm h x
76cm w x 47cm d £130-160
There is 26cm split to the top and 2 small holes

914

An Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany Sutherland table raised on outswept supports 63cm x 56cm x 18cm when
closed x 31cm when open £30-40

915

A 19th Century sofa table fitted 2 drawers with ring drop handles and high stretcher, raised on standard end
supports, brass caps and casters 70cm h x 77cm w x 78cm d £150-180
The table is missing timber to the joints and the flaps are slightly warped

916

A Georgian mahogany bow front chest fitted a brushing slide above 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet
89cm h x 100cm w x 51cm d £80-120
There are splits to the top, brass handles are missing to the brushing slide

917

A William IV bleached mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer and raised on ring turned supports 66cm h x
81cm w x 46cm d £50-75
There is some sun bleaching to the top and 1 brass handle missing from the drawer

918

A Victorian mahogany show frame tub back chair upholstered in yellow material raised on cabriole supports
£100-150

919

A 19th Century Continental rectangular bevelled plated over mantel mirror contained in a carved oak frame
with moulded and shaped cornice supported by a pair of turned columns 62cm h x 49cm w x 17cm d £260-320

920

A handsome Victorian Irish oval mahogany centre table with quarter veneered top, raised on a carved column
and tripod base 70cm h x 118cm w x 78cm d £120-150
There are some splits to the edge on the top, some sun bleaching, a small section of timber missing to the
carved column of the base

921

A 19th Century D shaped mahogany side table fitted a frieze drawer and raised on square tapered supports
70cm x 81cm x 39cm £60-80
There are scratches and bruises to the top

922

A set of 6 19th Century mahogany Hepplewhite style shield back dining chairs with over stuffed seats raised
on square tapering supports with H framed stretchers £50-75
3 of the chairs have repaired backs. All have heavy wear throughout, chewed cross bars and several chips and
scrapes.

923

An Art Nouveau circular Moorish style folding occasional table with poker work decoration 64cm x 62cm
£80-120
Some water damage to the top

924

A Victorian hexagonal mahogany shaving stand raised on a turned and fluted column with tripod base 86cm h
x 49cm w x 43cm d £50-75
The upper section has been removed

925

A Chinese rectangular bleached Padauk wood opium table raised on claw supports 28cm x 77cm x 41cm
£80-120
Sun bleached

926

A Continental butcher's block, raised on an associated made up base fitted 2 drawers with a carved and
pierced apron, raised on 6 turned and reeded supports 89cm h x 200cm w x 62cm d £700-900

927

A pair of French open arm salon chairs with Berlin woolwork seats and backs, raised on cabriole supports
£160-190
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928

An Ipswich 17th Century style oak hutch cabinet fitted a cupboard with arcaded decoration enclosed by a
panelled door and raised on turned and block supports 76cm h x 91cm w x 34cm d £130-160
This lot is 20th Century in the 17th Century style. It probably dates within the last 40 years

929

A 19th Century mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with crossbanded top, ebony and satinwood
stringings and ivory escutcheons, raised on bracket feet 100cm h x 109cm w x 49cm d £80-100
Sun bleaching to the front

930

A 19th Century French pine "knockdown" wardrobe with moulded cornice enclosed by a panelled door 193cm
h x 118cm w x 64cm d £75-100

931

An 18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid, fitted a candle box 71cm h x 142cm w x
55cm d £260-320
There are some ink stains to the top and light bruising

932

A George VI 1937 limed oak Coronation stool, the base marked 37 177 with Royal Cypher Coronation 47cm h
x 47cm w x 30cm d £50-75
There are 4 wear holes to the upholstery

933

A Victorian rosewood 4 division Canterbury the base fitted a drawer, raised on turned supports 49cm x 48cm x
35cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

934

Kofod Larsen for G-Plan, a set of 6 mid 20th Century teak framed dining chairs with rexine upholstered seats
and backs, raised on turned supports with X framed stretchers £100-150

935

An Edwardian Georgian style inlaid mahogany writing table with pierced 3/4 gallery, the top with inlaid feather
banding fitted 2 short drawers with fret work decoration raised on square tapered supports 75cm h x 91cm w x
45cm d £70-100
There is sun bleaching and water damage to the top, inlay and veneers are missing in places

936

A Victorian pine double corner cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice, the interior fitted shelves
enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the base fitted a cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, raised on
a platform base 214cm h x 112cm w x 60cm d £80-120

937

A carved and pierced oak Carolean style open arm chair, the carved cresting rail decorated cherubs and with
woven cane seat, raised on cabriole supports with a turned box framed stretcher £130-160

938

A pair of Regency style carved mahogany bedside chests of 3 long drawers on shaped supports 72cm h x
66cm w x 40cm d £100-150
Some ring marks and sun bleaching

939

A 19th Century circular mahogany snap top table, raised on a turned column and tripod base 71cm x 76cm
diam. £40-60

940

A Georgian square mahogany washstand with X framed stretcher raised on square support 74cm x 36cm x
35cm £30-50
1 handle is damaged and the stretcher has an old repair

941

A Victorian aesthetic movement multiple plate over mantel mirror contained in a gilt and ebonised frame fitted
4 shelves 126cm h x 163cm w x 14cm d £220-260
Some finials are missing to the top

942

A Victorian grey painted Wellington chest of 7 drawers with swan neck drop handles 125cm h x 55cm w x
33cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
There is damage to both the corners
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943

A 19th Century style inlaid mahogany demi-lune sideboard with sunburst veneered top, fitted 1 long drawer
above a double cupboard flanked by a pair of cupboards, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 87cm
h x 122cm w x 60cm d £60-80
Some sun bleaching and veneer missing above the escutcheon of the left hand central cupboard

944

A Gothic style mahogany pew/settle 92cm h x 74cm w x 38cm d £50-75
There is some sun bleaching especially to the seat and top rail

945

A 19th Century mahogany demi-lune side table fitted a drawer raised on square tapered supports, spade feet
80cm h x 102cm w x 52cm d £50-75

946

An oak rectangular refectory table raised on 4 chamfered supports with H framed stretcher 75cm h x 196cm w
x 73cm d £350-400
3 of the legs have old holes to them and there are contact marks in places

947

A Victorian rosewood and brass banded writing slope, the base fitted a drawer 19cm x 50cm x 26cm £40-60
There is water staining to the top and a small section of veneer to the left hand edge

948

An Edwardian inlaid rosewood envelope card table fitted a drawer and raised on turned supports united by an
X framed stretcher with circular undertier 73cm h x 55cm w x 55cm d £80-120

949

A 19th Century oval inlaid rosewood 2 tier jardiniere complete with liner and lid 77cm h x 56cm w x 36cm d
£140-180
Signs of old but treated worm to the base

950

An Edwardian rectangular cheval mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany swing frame with broken pediment
196 cm x 70cm w x 58cm d £200-250
The silvering to the mirror is showing some signs of deterioration and the frame is sun bleached

951

A pair of 18th Century elm stick and rail back hall chairs with solid seats raised on squared supports £40-60

952

A Georgian circular mahogany torchere raised on a turned and fluted column 105cm h x 29cm diam. £30-50
There is a ring mark to the top

953

A Georgian style rectangular mahogany dressing table stool with saddle shaped seat raised on carved cabriole
supports 47cm h x 53cm w x 40cm d £40-60
1 of the ears to the top of the leg is missing

954

A pair of 19th Century white painted French open arm salon chairs with upholstered seats and backs, raised
on cabriole supports £140-160

955

A Georgian inlaid mahogany chest on chest with moulded cornice, the upper section fitted 2 short and 3 long
drawers, the base fitted 3 long drawers raised on splayed bracket feet 196cm x 110cm w x 54cm £200-300
Sun bleached, sections of timber have been let in to the cornice, the top section and the top of the base and
the side

956

Walter Knoll, a set of 4 Walter Knoll Vostra 607 Classic Edition mid 20th Century tubular chrome and red felt
style material upholstered chairs £150-250
One chair has 2 small holes to the upholstery to the back

957

A Regency inlaid and crossbanded mahogany pedestal sofa table fitted 2 drawers raised on 4 columns with a
platform base and splayed feet with brass caps and casters 70cm h x 86cm x 68cm ( photo centre pages )
£200-300
Some stringing is missing to the top and veneers are lifting in places

958

A 19th Century rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base fitted 1
long and 2 short drawers, raised on bracket feet 53cm x 54cm x 21cm £30-50
A small section of veneer is missing to the bottom right hand edge, the silvering to the mirror is showing signs
of deterioration and sun bleached
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959

An Edwardian Sheraton style white and cream painted bow front dressing table with raised back and shield
shaped bevelled plate mirror, the base fitted 1 long drawer flanked by 2 short drawers, raised on 6 turned and
fluted supports with box framed stretcher 138cm h x 69cm h £60-80
The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, the paint is crackled in places to the top and 2
internal stretchers are missing

960

An Edwardian turned and fluted mahogany torchere raised on a tripod base 147cm x 30cm diam. (in 2
sections) £40-60
There are some scratches and a watermark to the t0p

961

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany writing table with inset writing surface, the fitted stationery box top with brass
3/4 gallery, the base fitted a drawer and raised on square tapered supports, brass caps and casters 90cm h x
76cm w x 46cm d £100-150
There are ring marks to the writing surface

962

A Georgian crossbanded mahogany sarcophagus shaped trinket box with ring drop handles, the interior fitted
a tray 15cm h x 22cm w x 17cm d, together with a Victorian rosewood twin compartment tea caddy with hinged
lid 11cm x 14cm x 11cm £30-50
The 1st box has some damage to the crossbanding

963

A 1930's oak coffer with hinged lid and linen fold decoration, raised on square supports 47cm h x 92cm w x
43cm d £90-120

964

An Edwardian mahogany student's bureau with raised back, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 1
long drawer, the base fitted a shelf and raised on square tapered supports 115cm h x 82cm w x 25cm d
£50-75

965

A 19th Century mahogany and gilt metal 2 tier wall shelf 45cm h x 61cm w x 16cm d £50-80

966

A 19th Century bleached mahogany bow front dressing/side table fitted 1 long drawer above 2 short drawers,
raised on square tapered supports ending in spade feet 77cm h x 109cm w x 50cm d £50-75

967

A Queen Anne figured walnut and cross banded side table fitted a drawer and raised on cabriole supports, the
drawer bearing a label H Mawtr and Stephenson Antique and Modern Furniture Exchange 221, 223, 226, 227,
229, 231 and 233 Fulham Road South Kensington 72cm h x 76cm w x 51cm d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200
There are 2 splits to the top, the veneer is bubbling in places, old signs of treated worm, beading missing,

969

A Georgian mahogany Hepplewhite style open arm carver chair of serpentine outline, with vase shaped slat
back and upholstered drop in seat, raised on tapered supports with H framed stretcher £50-75
There is an old repair to the back

970

A Georgian inlaid and crossbanded mahogany sideboard of serpentine outline, fitted 1 long drawer flanked by
a short drawer and a cellarette drawer, raised on square tapered supports 92cm h x 181cm w x 76cm d
£80-120
There are 3 holes to the back where a rail would formerly have stood, a small section of veneer is missing to
the bottom of the cellarette drawer, some cock beading is missing and there is some sun bleaching

971

A 1930's Art Deco carved oak show frame armchair upholstered in brown buttoned Dralon £50-75

972

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany double corner cabinet, the upper section with moulded and dentil cornice, the
interior fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the base fitted a cupboard enclosed by inlaid
panelled doors and raised on bracket feet 207cm h x 79cm w x 55cm d £80-120

973

Thornton and Herne, a 19th Century circular pine coaching table raised on turned supports 61cm h x 96cm
diam. £70-100
There are some splits to the top
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974

A Georgian mahogany bar back carver chair with shaped mid rail and overstuffed seat, raised on sabre
supports £60-90
The frame is slightly loose

975

A rectangular plate wall mirror contained in a carved and pierced gilt wood frame 53cm h x 42cm w £50-75

976

A Victorian iron framed hoop back armchair upholstered in rose gold buttoned dralon and raised on turned
supports £50-75

977

A William IV circular rosewood snap top pedestal dining table raised on a turned column and circular base with
paw feet 72cm h x 140cm diam. £150-200
There is a split to the top and some scratches

978

A Regency carved mahogany open armchair with upholstered seat and back and dolphin arms, raised on
outswept supports £150-200

979

A Victorian figured walnut and crossbanded Sutherland table raised on turned supports 70cm h x 91cm w x
17cm when closed x 102cm when open £50-75
Some slight sun bleaching to the flaps

980

A mid 20th Century elm Ercol "Windsor" sideboard fitted 3 long drawers flanked by a pair of cupboards 70cm
h x 155cm w x 43cm d £150-200
There is a very light bruise to the top and to the right hand door

981

A Victorian carved mahogany show frame hall chair with upholstered seat and back, carved apron, raised on
turned supports, together with an Edwardian carved mahogany show frame nursing/bedroom chair with bobbin
turned decoration, upholstered seat and back, on turned supports £40-60

982

A William IV style carved mahogany show frame sofa upholstered in cream material and raised on shaped
supports 91cm h x 213cm w x 65cm d £60-90
1 upright spindle is missing

983

An 18th/19th Century French fruitwood armoire with moulded cornice, fitted a shelf and 3 short drawers
enclosed by a pair of panelled doors raised on shaped feet 209cm h x 139cm w x 61cm d £100-150
Signs of old but treated worm, the veneers to the cornice are lifting and the door is bowed

984

A Victorian nursing chair upholstered in red material raised on turned supports £30-50

985

A harlequin set of 9 19th Century Georgian style mahogany stick and rail back dining chairs comprising 2
carvers and 7 standard with upholstered drop in seats, raised on square tapered supports with H framed
stretchers £80-120
Slight scratching to the legs in places

986

Maple and Co. an Edwardian Art Nouveau carved satinwood wardrobe, the moulded cornice with pierced
panel above, fitted a mirror flanked by a pair of arched carved panelled doors, the base fitted 2 long drawers
raised on bracket feet 238cm h x 195cm w x 60cm d £100-150
There is damage to the pierced crest of the cornice, the silvering to the arched mirror is showing signs of
deterioration and there are contact marks by the brass door escutcheons

987

Maple and Co., ensuite with lot 986, an Edwardian carved satinwood dressing chest with bevelled plate arch
shaped mirror surmounted by a carved and pierced panel, the base fitted 2 glove drawers, 2 short and 2 long
drawers, raised on ogee bracket feet 187cm h x 114cm w x 54cm d together with a matching pot cupboard
with arched raised back and enclosed by panelled doors, raised on ogee bracket feet 86cm h x 139cm w x
36cm d £60-90

There are light scratches and ring marks to both
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988

A 2 seat chesterfield settee upholstered in green buttoned leather 70cm h x 152cm w x 85cm d £200-300

989

A Victorian square mahogany show frame stool of serpentine outline, raised on cabriole supports 43cm h x
55cm w x 51cm d £50-75
There is an old break to the top of the leg

990

A Victorian rectangular mahogany writing table fitted 2 long drawers raised on turned supports 71cm h x
107cm w x 57cm d (missing inset writing surface) £60-80

991

A 19th Century Chinese pine and lacquered finished chest/cabinet, fitted 5 long, 2 short drawers and a cabinet,
the interior fitted 3 short drawers and having embossed iron mounts decorated dragons and iron carrying
handles to the sides 89cm h x 118cm w x 51cm d £80-120
There are some signs of old but treated worm in places

992

A 19th Century mahogany Hepplewhite style open arm carver chair with Berlin woolwork overstuffed seat
raised on square tapered supports with H framed stretcher £40-60
The frame is loose

993

A Victorian bleached mahogany aesthetic movement writing table, the upper section fitted 2 stationery boxes
with brass 3/4 gallery and fitted a drawer, the base with 2 long drawers and raised on turned supports 94cm h
x 112cm w x 54cm d £75-100
There are some marks to the writing surface and some sun bleaching

994

A William IV mahogany show frame sofa upholstered in green buttoned dralon and raised on turned supports
94cm h x 210cm w x 60cm d £170-220

995

A Victorian mahogany and crossbanded writing table fitted 2 drawers and raised on reeded turned supports
with H framed stretcher 76cm h x 122cm w x 61cm d £100-150
There are contact marks and scratches to the top, the cock beading is loose to the right hand drawer

996

A chinoiserie style painted leather and pine arched 3 fold dressing screen decorated temple scenes 182 cm h
x 49cm when closed x 147cm when open £100-150
There is wear and damage to the leather in places

997

A Victorian light oak shield back hall chair with solid seat, raised on turned supports £50-75

998

An Edwardian mahogany music chest with raised back and 5 drawers with metal handles and mounts marked
music, songs, duets, various and sacred, raised on turned supports 99cm h x 54cm w x 39cm d £150-200
Possibly missing a 3/4 gallery

999

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany open armchair with pierced slat back and upholstered seat raised on square
tapered supports, spade feet £30-50

1000

A 17th/18th Century style oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid and carved round decoration to
the front panel 49cm x 97cm x 47cm £100-150
There is a hole to the top and a split, the lock is missing

1001

A Chippendale style rectangular mahogany stool with upholstered drop in seat, raised on carved cabriole, ball
and claw supports 44cm h x 61cm w x 45cm d £70-90
There is damage to all of the corners

1002

A Victorian mahogany writing table with inset writing surface, fitted 2 drawers with brass swan neck drop
handles, raised on a turned column with brass caps and casters 74cm h x 122cm w x 67cm d £70-100
There is slight damage to the front edge in places

1003

A Victorian simulated rosewood nursing chair, the seat and back upholstered in blue material, raised on turned
supports £30-50
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1004

A 19th Century circular mahogany tea table raised on a turned column and tripod base 69cm h x 65cm diam.
£50-75
The top has scratches and bruising and there is an old repair to 1 of the legs

1005

A Victorian oval mahogany extending dining table with moulded edge and 2 extra leaves, raised on turned
supports 72cm h x 117cm w x 118cm l x 228cm with extra leaves £170-220
There is bruising and contact marks to the top

1006

A Georgian mahogany chest on chest, the upper section with moulded and dentil cornice above 2 short and 3
long drawers, with canted and blind fretwork decoration to the sides, the base fitted 3 long drawers and raised
on bracket feet 184cm h x 110cm w x 55cm d £180-240
There is dentil missing to the dentil cornice in places, the handles have been replaced, there is a split to both
sides of the top and there is damage above the first long drawer, the top of the base has damage, the first long
drawer to the base has damage to the left hand edge and the escutcheon is missing

1007

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany 3 fold draft screen 178cm x 45cm when closed 126cm when open £40-60
There is a chip to 1 of the glazed panels at the top

1008

An Edwardian mahogany display cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on
square tapered supports spade feet 110cm h x 56cm w x 37cm d £40-60

1009

A William IV circular rosewood snap top breakfast table raised on a turned column and triform base with paw
feet 70cm h x 128cm diam. £80-120
There is a split to the top, some veneers missing to the base and old but treated worm to 1 of the paw feet

1010

A set of 6 William IV rosewood spoon back dining chairs with carved mid rails and overstuffed seats raised on
turned and fluted supports ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

1011

After Arne Jacobsen, a set of mid 20th Century 6 Series Seven armchairs by Phoenix £100-150

1012

2 sections of Indian pierced carved hardwood panelling 162cm x 221cm together with an arched section of
panelling 68cm x 162cm £75-100

1013

An Edwardian carved mahogany show frame sofa with upholstered seat and back, raised on cabriole supports
72cm h x 176cm x 61cm d £50-75

1014

A Victorian walnut and brass mounted writing slope with hinged lid, interior requires attention 15cm x 30cm x
23cm and 1 other 14cm x 39cm x 22cm (light scratches to the top) £30-40

1015

A pair of Victorian heavily carved walnut open arm chairs, the seats and backs upholstered in tapestry
material, raised on turned and fluted supports £200-250

1016

A 19th Century French carved ebonised show frame sofa raised on cabriole supports 109cm x 178cm w x
67cm, upholstered in pink material £130-160
Slight staining to the material

1017

A Victorian Howard style mahogany framed open arm chair raised on turned supports upholstered in light
chequered material £60-80
There is staining to the back and seat
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